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Abstract 

This thesis presents experimental studies of vibration of a straight beam and a thin plate 

in axial pipe flow. Dynamic behaviors of the two structures are investigated for a wide range of 

mean flow velocities. Responses of the structures were measured and analyzed in the time and 

frequency domains with an aim to understand the fluid-solid interactions. The experimental 

results reveal that high mean flow velocities can excite higher vibration modes because of 

turbulence. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Research on axial flow induced vibrations received significant attention from the nuclear 

industry when dealing with vibrations of heat exchanger tubes and fuel bundles [1]. Experiments 

were carried out on a cylinder in axial flow in a test loop [2]. The axial flow induced vibrations 

in industrial structures are usually of small amplitude. These small amplitude vibrations or 

fretting in nuclear reactor fuel-element bundles can cause wear or damage to the supporting tubes 

over a long period of time [3]. Replacement of these supporting tubes is costly from time and 

economic stand points. 

Real industrial structures, such as a nuclear fuel bundle, are too complicated in geometry. In this 

thesis, a straight beam and a thin plate in an axial pipe flow are studied. Results from these 

simple structures help understand the excitation mechanisms. 

Well known mechanisms include vortex shedding (caused by oscillating flow separation from a 

circular cylindrical structure in cross-flow), galloping (caused by fluid forces due to the motion 

of a noncircular structure in cross-flow), turbulence buffeting, fluid-elastic instability, and 

pulsational flow [4, 5]. Turbulence buffeting, fluid-elastic instability and pulsational flow are the 

three dominating mechanisms in axial flow. Turbulence induced excitation or turbulence 

buffeting is an extraneously induced excitation due to surface pressure fluctuations associated 

with turbulence in the flow. The magnitude of these surface pressure fluctuations increases with 

the increase in the mean flow velocity [ 6]. Fluid-elastic instability is a flow induced excitation 

resulting from any or all of the fluid inertia, fluid damping and fluid stiffness forces that arise 
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from high fluid flow velocities causing large amplitude oscillations. Finally, pulsational flow is 

another extraneously induced excitation due to the use of limited number of impellers and vanes 

in pumps [5]. 

1.1. Objectives and Methodology 

The objective of this thesis is to study the flexural vibration behaviors of two simple structures (a 

beam and a plate) in an axial pipe flow with varying mean flow velocities. 

1.2. Literature Review 

1.2.1. Cylinder in axial flow 

The dynamics of a beam of circular cross section (also called cylinder) in axial flow was studied 

by PaYdoussis [1] both analytically and experimentally. His works lead to the derivation of the 

equations of motion including the effect of axial flow. According to PaYdoussis [7], cylinders 

experience fluid-elastic instabilities when the mean flow velocity reaches certain critical values. 

Vibration of cylindrical structures in axial flow was directly related to the power industry. The 

following topics are significant to the concerned industries [3]: 

(i) Measurement of the amplitude of particular cylindrical structure configurations, 

modeling nuclear reactor components and flow conditions. 

(ii) Understanding the causes of vibrations such as turbulence buffeting, fluid-elastic 

instability, pulsational flow etc. 

(iii) Development of means for predicting the vibration amplitudes which is an 

important ingredient for design. 
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From experiments [3, 8, 9], it was found that, for a solid steel cylinder with Lldc = 100 in water 

flow, the dimensional critical flow velocity Ucd- 1180 ft/s - 360 m/s in order to observe any 

fluid-elastic instabilities. Such high mean flow velocities are not possible in practical 

applications. Even for very slender hollow cylinder, excited by the flow in both its beam and 

shell modes, with Lldc = 100 and a thickness-to-diameter ratio of 1/50, the critical velocity Ucd-

29 m/s, which is very large in practice. 

For this reason, experiments on fluid-elastic instabilities have been carried out for cylinders of 

elastomers (with very low modulus of elasticity Ec) in order to experimentally observe the said 

phenomenon in axial flow. 

1.2.2. Plates in axial flow 

Study on the dynamics of plates finds an important place in the aeronautical industry. The reason 

can be attributed to the application of this study to high-performance aircraft and missile skins. 

Similarly, hydroelasticity of plates includes dynamics of plates in relation to application to 

submarine skins, boundary-layer transition to turbulence and noise generation. Paper making and 

winding, high-speed tape winding and spinning disks in disk-drives are a few more applications 

that make the study of plate vibration in axial flow important. 

Applications of this kind of fluid-structure interaction system could be traced to renewable 

sources of energy generation by extracting energy from the surrounding fluid flow for generation 

of electric power. One such concept of new energy-harvesting devices is called the flutter-mill. 

All this was based on the dynamics of cantilever flexible plates subjected to axial flow. In the 

theoretical work done by Paldoussis et al. [10, 11], he found that cantilever flexible plates 

subjected to axial flow lose stability by flutter at a sufficiently high flow velocity. 
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An application proposed by Allen and Smits [12] is to use piezoelectric foils in an ocean current, 

oscillating in response to vortices shed from a bluff body located upstream and convected along 

their lengths thereby generating electricity. 

1.3. Contributions and usefulness of the proposed research 

In the experiment with cylinder in axial flow an underwater bi-axial accelerometer was used to 

pickup the fluid-structure interactions. In the experiments available in the literature, visual aids 

were used for a similar study. This thesis presents some much needed quantitative experimental 

studies. A plate was placed inside a water-flowing pipe. The lateral vibration response was 

picked up using a tri-axial accelerometer. In the literature, the experiments were carried out with 

fluid flow on one side of the structure in the case of a hydro-elastic study. 

In the experiments, smart sensors (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems accelerometers also 

known as MEMS accelerometers) were used. The bi-axial and tri-axial MEMS accelerometers 

are available at a very low cost and at the same time designed with built-in low-pass filters 

measuring frequencies from 0.5 Hz to 550Hz. These MEMS accelerometers are ideally suited 

for the above experiments, as the research in flow induced vibrations focuses on low frequency. 

Calibrations and the manufacturer's data sheets show that these sensors exhibit on-par sensitivity 

with respect to their piezoelectric counterparts. Another advantage over piezoelectric sensors is 

that these MEMS accelerometers, for a given sensor size, pickup responses in 2-axes in the case 

of bi-axial ones and 3-axes in the case of tri-axial ones. The tiny size of these sensors including 

the circuit board can be designed within a diameter of 8 mm and can be embedded axially in a 

cylinder of 12 mm diameter. This would not be possible in the case of commercially available 

piezoelectric accelerometers due to their larger sizes. 
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1.4. Structure of Thesis 

The experimental setups are described in Chapter 2. Experimental data processing, analysis and 

discussions for the cy Iinder are presented in Chapter 3. Experimental data processing, analysis 

and conclusion for the rectangular plate are given in Chapter 4. Conclusions and 

recommendations for future work are given in Chapter 5. 

Appendix A contains detailed steps involved in cylinder and plate preparations for the 

experiments. The data sheets for accelerometers ADXL321 and ADXL335 are provided in 

Appendices B and C respectively. The tensile test results and the technical data for silicon chord 

stock from the manufacturer are given in Appendix D. Appendix E contains the calibration 

procedure and charts for bi- and tri- axial accelerometers. 
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Chapter 2 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

2.1. Test Rig without Tank 

In the nuclear power industry, the piping network is designed as a closed loop system and high 

velocities of flow are achieved using a centrifugal pump. Pump pulsations in such systems are 

quite predominant. Consequently, the signals from turbulence induced vibration of structures are 

often embedded in the noise pump pulsation signals. In order to capture signals from the fluid 

structure interaction due to turbulent flow, the test rig was modified by adding a tank for 

absorbing energy from flow pulsations. 

The water circulating test rig contains two sets of pipes. 11\e first set of pipes of 8 inch (204 

1 

mm) diameter is placed at the ends of the closed loop (photographed in Figure 2.1-1 ). The 

second set of transparent pipes of 4 inch in diameter is placed in the central portion as a test 

chamber and is 64 inch (-1625 mm) in length. A digital flow meter is installed near the 

discharge end for monitoring the mean flow rate. 

A 7-vane centrifugal pump, with radial inlet and radial outlet, powered by a 3-phase 60Hz motor 

(10 HP, 1760 RPM rated speed), is used to achieve desired flow rates. The spindle speed of this 

motor is controlled by a Danfoss VL T6000 system in 1-60 steps, thus enabling a fine increment 

in flow velocities. In this test rig, the position of the test structure is 40 inch or 10 times the pipe 

diameter from the 90 degree bend to ensure that the incoming flow is a fully developed pipe 

flow. The rig along with the test section was filled up with water at room temperature and a 

static pressure of 40 psi (-280 kPa). Measures were taken to eliminate air bubbles in the system 
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Figure 2.1-1 Test rig setup for the FIV experiment without the tank 

2.2. Test Rig with Tank 

In the process of upgrading the previous setup of test rig, a reservoir was added. The test rig was 

revamped and structurally reinforced with 11 rigid supports replacing floating ones. The tank of 

48 inch in diameter and 73 inch in height has capacity of 500 US gallons. Figure 2.2-1 shows the 

entire experimental setup with the tank, which was introduced mainly to reduce the flow 

pulsations. 

In this rig, the test section is placed at -3.8 m downstream from the 90 degree bend maintaining 

smooth flow. The rig along with the test section was filled up with water at room temperature 

with approximately 1.8 m positive head that eliminates all air bubbles initially trapped into the 

system during filling. 
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Figure 2.2-1 Test rig setup for the FIV experiment with the tank 

2.3. Preparation of cylinder 

For this experiment the clamped-free cylinder (or cantilever cylinder) with blunt end was made 

from a commercially available 12.7 mm diameter silicon rubber chord stock manufactured by 

Global Rubber Products, Ontario having a specification S70 - a 70 durometer silicon rubber was 

used. Appendix A provides detailed steps in the preparation of this cylinder. Technical report 

with physical and mechanical properties for the above material from manufacturer and results 

from tensile test performed for the chord stock in Mechanical Engineering Department materials 

lab enclosed in Appendix D. The Figure 2.3-1 shows the isometric view of the cantilever 

cylinder and aluminum holder permanent assembly. 
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Figure 2.3-1 Isometric view of the pennanent assembly- cantilever cylinder containing the silicon rubber chord 

stock, stainless steel strips, the aluminum fixture and adaptor with the 114in socket head cap screw 

Selection of Accelerometer: In most engineering applications high-amplitude low-frequency 

vibrations of 4 Hz to 300 Hz cause damage or failure of equipment [ 13 & 14]. This was one of 

the driving factors in the selection of underwater accelerometer in addition to sensitivity, 

resolution and size. Given that the diameter of the elastomer cylinder is 12.7 mm diameter by 

design, the accelerometer circuit board was limited to 8 mm diameter so that its installation 

causes minimal distortion in the free end of the cylinder. 

Extensive research for an underwater accelerometer (piezo-electric or MEMS) in the market 

showed they are expensive. Thus and the search was limited to above-water MEMS type 

transducer as it was more economical and easy to install along with its tiny circuit. The 

ADXL321 from Analog Devices is a MEMS type thin and small with 4 mm square by 1.45 mm 
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thick, 16-lead and plastic lead frame chip scale packaging features capable of measuring 

acceleration with a full-scale range of ±18 g. 

The ADXL321 is a small and thin, low power, complete dual-axis accelerometer with signal 

conditioned voltage outputs, single monolithic integrated circuit. It can also measure both 

dynamic acceleration (vibration) and static acceleration (gravity). The bandwidth of the 

accelerometer established as 0- 500Hz using capacitors 0.01 flF for both X andY axes at the 

XOUT and YOUT pins per data sheet, enclosed in Appendix B, to suit application. 

Typical vibration spectra of cantilevered flexible cylinders in highly confined axial flow sensed 

with embedded accelerometer [9], recorded that the acceleration experienced was over Sg (rms) 

and hence transducer with a full scale range of± 18 g for measuring acceleration was considered 

to be sufficient for this experiment. 

A two layered printed circuit board was designed with help from Satellite Design and 

Management Lab (Ryerson University) using free printed circuit board (PCB) layout software 

from Express PCB (www.expresspcb.com) in order to manufacture in-house tiny accelerometer 

circuit limiting size to 8 mm diameter and 4 mm thick. This custom design was required to suit 

to the size of the cylinder with flexible connections. The ones available in the market, of a 

slightly bigger size with under water capability, were quite expensive. A local vendor in 

Markham, Ontario, provided its services in installing the components on these boards thus 

making reliable accelerometers. 

Four long flexible multi strand wires of predetermined length were taken out of commercially 

available 60 conductor ribbon cable (multi wire planar cable) and soldered to the accelerometer 

to complete the circuit. 
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As per manufacturer guidelines and recommendations the ADXL321 type accelerometer though 

tested and specified at supply voltage, V s = 3 V. However, it can be powered with V s as low as 

2.4 V or as high as 6 V. The zero g bias output being ratiometric, hence the zero g output 

nominally equal to V s/2 at all supply voltages. A DC supply of 4.5 V generated from three 1.5 V 

of AA size batteries is provided to the accelerometer for two main reasons: 

• The output being ratiometric, so the sensitivity (or scale factor) varies proportionally to 

supply voltage: at Vs = 5 V, typically sensitivity is 100 mV/g; at Vs = 2.4 V, typically 

sensitivity is 45 mV/g as per manufacturer. 

• The output noise was not ratiometric but was absolute in volts. As a result the noise 

density decreases as the supply voltage increases. The reason being the scale factor 

(m V /g) increases while the noise voltage remains constant. At V s = 5 V, the noise density 

typically 190 J.Lgi"Hz, while at V s = 2.4 V, the noise density typically 400 J.Lgi"Hz as 

given in manufacturer' s literature. 

Accelerometer calibration was carried out by using Dytran made calibration shaker as shown in 

Appendix E. The sensitivity of accelerometer was taken as 84 m Volt/g or 0.084 Volt/g or 

equivalent to 116.785 m/s2 N olt from the calibrations charts. 

Cantilever setup with transducer: The accelerometer was carefully oriented with its 4 mm square 

face parallel to the cross section and installed in the axial hole at the free end of the cantilever 

cylinder. Further to this the square side of the accelerometer was aligned parallel I perpendicular 

to the stainless strips in the cantilever cylinder manually within ±1.0° accuracy. 
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Silicon rubber adhesive (Sil-Poxy from Smooth-On Inc., Easton, PA) was evenly applied over 

the inserted transducer to fill up the axial hole on the free end of cantilever cylinder making it a 

blunt flat end with minimum surface imperfections. 

The wires of the accelerometer were carefully oriented and laid on either side of the stainless 

steel strip along the axis of the cylinder and retained in place with silicon rubber adhesive. This 

was done in such a way that the four-single 28 gauge multi-strand wires have negligible effect on 

the flexural rigidity (Ec *I) of the cantilever cylinder. These wires were routed axially on the 

aluminum fixture and adapter using the above silicon rubber adhesive as shown below in Figure 

2.3-2. 

Test-fixture for cantilever cylinder: In order to place the cantilever along the axis of the test 

section of pipe in the water circulating test rig a simple Test-Fixture was designed with a 4 inch 

(101.6 mm) outside diameter (OD) and 3Y2 inch (88.9 mm) inside diameter polycarbonate tube. 

The OD of the tube was machined down to 100 mm diameter for a length of 86 mm leaving a 

shoulder so that it can slide into the test section of the pipe without interference. Four equally 

spaced radial holes drilled through all the wall thickness of the tube and tapped with M4x0. 7 

threads at a predetermined position(s). 

The cantilever was then secured along the axis of the tube with the help of M4 x 0. 7 stainless 

steel studs and three pairs of M4 x 0. 7 hexagonal nuts to achieve zero DOF at the adapter end of 

the cantilever. The cantilever cylinder was located axially along the test-fixture by tensioning the 

three stainless steel studs between the aluminum adapter and polycarbonate tube. Figure 2.3-3 

shows the arrangement. 
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Figure 2.3-2 Isometric view showing the installation of the accelerometer with wires on the cantilever cylinder 

Figure 2.3-3 Isometric view of the test-fixture for the cantilever 
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Experimental Setup: 

This test-fixture- cantilever cylinder assembly then inserted carefully into the test section of the 

water pipe in the water-circulating test rig ensuring the orientation of the stainless strips in the 

cantilever along the vertical plane ensuring the orientation of the accelerometer along the 

horizontal or vertical axis with± 1.0° accuracy. 

The test-fixture - cantilever cylinder assembly was then secured rigidly with zero DOF by 

compression force provided by the mating flange to the pipe of the test section in the rig and the 

electrical leads are cautiously routed along the face of the flange and connected to the circuit 

using the terminal strip. 

The circuit consists of the following components: 

I. Test fixture- cantilever cylinder assembly in the water circulating test rig 

2. Data acquisition system comprising a laptop (oscilloscope software loaded) and USB 

Oscilloscope - Handyscope HS4 with 4 channels, sampling 195.3125 kHz at 16 bit 

resolution (from TiePie engineering, Netherlands) 

3. 4.5V DC battery pack with four port terminal strip 

4. Two coaxial cables with BNC connectors on one end and the other end open 

An additional accelerometer was installed on the mid-section of the test pipe along the radial and 

tangential planes to pick up the structure vibrations induced by the flow. Figure 2.3-4, Figure 

2.3-5 and Figure 2.3-6 illustrate the setup. 
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Figure 2.3-4 The test section with the fixture-cantilever cylinder assembly 

Figure 2.3-5 Front view of the experimental setup 
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Figure 2.3-6 Top view of the experimental setup 

Experimental procedure: 

1. Flow meter readings recorded at each increment of pump controller from 1 Hz to 57 Hz 

2. The flow meter was then turned off to avoid picking up noise i.e., 60 Hz and its multiple 

harmonics by the accelerometer( s) 

3. The fluorescent lights were turned off to avoid picking up of noise 120 Hz and its 

multiples 

4. Laptop was operated on battery for the entire duration of the experiment when data was 

acquired to avoid picking up AC ripples at 60 Hz and its multiples 

5. USB Oscilloscope- Handyscope HS4 connected to the laptop 

6. Accelerometers were powered with the 4.5V DC battery pack using the terminal strip 
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7. The XOUT, YOUT from the accelerometer embedded in the cantilever cylinder 

connected to the coaxial cables through the terminal strip, the latter in turn connected to 

Channel 1 and Channel 2 of the USB Oscilloscope 

8. The Pipe-XOUT and Pipe-YOUT from the accelerometer installed on the mid-section of 

test rig connected to the coaxial cables through the terminal strip, the latter in tum 

connected to Channel 3 and Channel 4 of the USB Oscilloscope 

9. Sampling rate was set to 10 kHz at 16 bit resolution while maintaining maximum record 

length of 131,072 samples for the USB Oscilloscope 

10. Two sets of data recorded when the entire system was still and pump turned off to 

establish the level of white noise and noise threshold 

11. For each increment (1 Hz) in the controller frequency, the pump spindle ramps Y2 hertz 

and data was captured for all channels 

12. From 2Hz to 57 Hz controller frequency the data recorded for each change in frequency 

after ensuring 30 seconds settling time for the flow 

13. Few videos were taken to capture the flow induced vibrations of the cantilever 

14. This procedure was carried out once in test rig without tank and once with test rig with 

tank 

Figure 2.3-7 show the test fixture - cantilever cylinder assembly post experiment. 
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Figure 2.3-7 The cantilever cylinder and fixture tube arrangement- post experiment 
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2.4. Preparation of thin plate 

For this experiment the clamped-free (or cantilevered) AISI316 (stainless steel) plate, 0.178mm 

thick X 36mm wide X 175mm long, was made from commercially available stainless steel shim 

flat pack 9 piece assortments manufactured by Maudlin & Son Mfg. Co., Inc., USA. The width 

of the plate was selected such that the flat sheet has negligible radius of curvature. 

The density of the plate was taken as 7900 kg/m3 and Young's modulus of elasticity was taken 

as 200 x 109 Nlm2 from manufacturer records complying withAMS 5524 and ASTM-A-666. 

An aerofoil I pear shaped adapter machined out of Al6061 flats of 6.35mm thick X 38mm wide 

X 54mm long two in number with four countersunk clearance holes and two M4 tapped holes. 

These are clamped and the upstream ends were milled with a 6.35 mm radius cutter in order to 

minimize flow disturbance. Taper on both the faces then was milled in order to obtain an 

approximate pear I air foil shaped adapter. The clearance-hole pattern was transferred from the 

aluminum adapter to the stainless steel plate. Four M4 x 0.7 flat screws of predetermined length 

used to clamp the stainless steel plate to the pear shaped adapter as shown in Figure 2.4-1 . 

Silicon rubber epoxy is applied to downstream ends of the aluminum adapter in order to have a 

smooth transition for fluid flow from the adapter to the plate thus minimizing flow disturbances. 

Selection o(Accelerometer: Measuring range from 0.5 Hz to 300Hz was considered as one of 

the driving parameters in the selection of underwater accelerometer in addition to sensitivity, 

resolution and size. The thickness of the plate and the lateral vibrations dictated requirement of 

very light and thin accelerometer circuit board with a transducer slim enough to minimize flow 

disturbances and having minimal effect on the stiffness of the plate upon installation. 
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Figure 2.4-1 Isometric view of the permanent assembly of the cantilever plate to the aluminum adaptor with M4 flat 

head screws 

Thus the ADXL335 from Analog Devices, a MEMS type thin and small with 4mm square by 

1.45mm thick, 16-lead and plastic lead frame chip scale packaging features capable of measuring 

acceleration with a full-scale range of ±3 g, was selected in order to measure lateral vibrations. 

The ADXL335 is a small and thin, low power, complete 3-axis accelerometer with signal 

conditioned voltage outputs. It can also measure both dynamic acceleration (vibration) and static 

acceleration (gravity). The bandwidth of the accelerometer was established as 0.5 Hz to 1600Hz 

for the X, Y axes and 0.5 Hz to 550Hz for the Z axis using capacitors of0.01J..LF for the X, Y and 

Z axes as recommended in the data sheet given in Appendix C, to suit the application. 

A two-layer printed circuit board was designed using free printed circuit board (PCB) layout 

software from Express PCB (www.expresspcb.com) in order to manufacture in-house tiny 
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accelerometer circuit limiting size to -2mm thick x 9mm wide and 18mm long. The custom 

design of the sensor was required with flexible connections for the given plate thickness. In the 

market sensors to a slightly bigger in size with under water capability were quite expensive. 

Five long flexible multi strand wires of predetermined length were taken out of commercially 

available 60 conductor ribbon cable (multi wire planar cable) and soldered to the accelerometer 

to complete the circuit. All the three axes were connected along with power and ground wires. 

As per manufacturer guidelines and recommendations the ADXL335 type accelerometer though 

tested and specified at supply voltage, V s = 3 V, however, it can be powered with V s as low as 

0.3 V or as high as 3.6 V. A DC supply of 3.0 V generated from of two 1.5 V AA batteries is 

provided to the accelerometer for two main reasons: 

• The benefit from the output that being ratiometric, so the sensitivity (or scale factor) 

varies proportionally to supply voltage. At Vs = 3 V, the sensitivity is typically 270 mVIg 

in each axis as per manufacturer specifications. These accelerometers have quite 

negligible variation in sensitivity due to change in temperature. 

• The output noise was not ratiometric but absolute in volts; therefore, the noise density 

decreases as the supply voltage increases. The reason being the scale factor (m VI g) 

increases while the noise voltage remains constant. At Vs = 3 V, the noise density 300 

J.!gi.YHz in Z axis, as indicated in manufacturer's literature. 

The sensitivity of the accelerometer was taken as 218 m VI g or 0.218 VI g or, in other words, 

equivalent to 4.6 gN or 45 mls2N from the calibration (details provided in Appendix E) of both 

the transducers. 
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Cantilever plate setup with transducers: Two accelerometers along with the leads were installed 

flat on the cantilever plate at a distance of 35 mm, approximately one fifth of the total plate 

length, from the clamp end. Prior to the installation, the undersides of the accelerometer boards 

were sanded to remove excess solder and a thin layer of the Amazing GOOP-Marine contact 

adhesive was applied. This thin layer acts as an insulator between the transducer board and the 

SS plate. 

The accelerometers were glued to the stainless steel plate using Amazing GOOP-Marine contact 

adhesive meant for underwater applications manufactured by Eclectic Products, USA. Upon 

curing of the adhesive a multiple-layers transparent nail polish was applied on the transducer 

circuit board to make it water proof. To ensure further safety a thin layer of silicon rubber 

adhesive (Sil-Poxy from Smooth-On Inc., Easton, PA) was evenly applied on the top of the 

board and leads to provide minimum surface imperfections. 

The leads were glued to the plate surface and carefully routed to the aluminum adapter. This was 

done in such a way that the five-single 28 gauge multi-strand wires have minimum effect on the 

flexural rigidity (Ep *I) of the cantilever plate. These wires were routed axially on the aluminum 

adapter using the above silicon rubber adhesive as shown below in Figure 2.4-2. 

Two dummy transducer boards of identical dimensions were glued on the opposite side of the 

plate so as to minimize the flow disturbance caused by the raised surfaces of the real transducer 

boards. 

Test fixture-Cantilever plate assemblv: A clear polycarbonate tube was designed and machined 

much similar to the test fiXture used for the cantilever cylinder (further details provided in 
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Appendix A). The cantilevered plate was located axially along the test-fixture by tensioning the 

four stainless steel studs between the aluminum adapter and polycarbonate tube. Figure 2.4-3 

shows the arrangement. 

Figure 2.4-2 Isometric view showing the installation of the accelerometers with wires on the cantilever plate 

Experimental Setup: 

This test-fixture- cantilever plate assembly inserted carefully in to the test section of the water 

pipe in the water-circulating test rig ensuring the orientation of the thickness of cantilever 

stainless plate normal to the vertical plane ensuring the orientation of the accelerometer normal 

to flow with a ±1.0° accuracy. 

The test-fixture - cantilever plate assembly was then secured rigidly with zero DOF by 

compression force provided by the mating flange to the pipe of the test section in the rig and the 

electrical leads are cautiously routed along the face of the flange. They are connected to the 

circuit using the terminal strip along with the following components: 
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1. Test fixture - cantilever assembly in the water circulating test rig 

2. Data acquisition system comprising a laptop (Oscilloscope software loaded) and USB 

Oscilloscope - Handyscope HS4 with 4 channels, sampling 195.3125 kHz at 16 bit 

resolution (from TiePie engineering, Netherlands) 

3. 3.0 V DC battery pack with four port terminal strip 

4. Two Coaxial cables with BNC connectors on one end and the other end open 

. \ 

z 

Figure 2.4-3 Isometric view of the test-fixture for the cantilever plate 

The position of the cantilever plate was approximately 12.5 ft or 3.8 m downstream from the 90 

degree bend in the rig to avoid flow separation and other sharp bend induced vortices. The 

fixture assembly along with transducer, leads and masking tapes on the studs inevitably induce 

wakes and other flow disturbances due to the setup design. The rig along with the test section 

was filled up with water at room temperature. The tank was filled with 450 gallons of water 
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ensuring the discharge immersed in water to minimize two phase flow. Figure 2.4-4 and Figure 

2.4-5 show the setup. 

Figure 2.4-4 Close-up view of the experimental setup for the cantilever plate 

Experiment procedure: 

1. Flow meter readings recorded at each increment of pump controller from 1 Hz to 40 Hz 

2. The flow meter was then turned off to avoid picking up of noise i.e., 60 Hz and its 

multiple harmonics by the accelerometer( s) 

3. The fluorescent lights were turned off to avoid picking up of noise 120 Hz and its 

multiples 

4. Laptop was operated on battery for the entire duration of the experiment when data was 

acquired to avoid picking up AC ripples at 60 Hz and its multiples 
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Figure 2.4-5 Front view of the experimental setup for the cantilever plate 

5. USB Oscilloscope - Handyscope HS4 connected to the Laptop 

6. Accelerometers were powered with the 3.0 V DC battery pack using the terminal strip 

7. The XI OUT, X20UT from the accelerometers on the cantilever plate connected to the 

coaxial cables through the terminal strip, the latter in tum connected to Channel 2 and 

Channel 3 of the USB Oscilloscope 

8. Three sets of data were recorded at 30 Hz controller reading at different sampling rates of 

5 kHz, 10 kHz and 20 kHz at 16 bit resolution while maintaining a record length of 

65,536 samples for the USB Oscilloscope 

9. After initial analysis from the above data for convergence sampling rate was set to 5kHz 

at 16 bit resolution while maintaining maximum record length of 65,536 samples for the 

USB Oscilloscope 
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10. Two sets of data recorded when the entire system was still and pump turned off to 

establish the level of white noise and noise threshold 

11. At each hertz increase in the controller frequency the pump spindle ramps Y2 hertz and 

data was captured for both channels 

12. From 2 Hz to 40 Hz controller frequency the data recorded for each change in frequency 

after ensuring 30 seconds settling time for the flow 

13. Few videos recorded to capture the flow induced vibrations of the cantilever 

Figure 2.4-6 The cantilever plate with the two accelerometers - post experiment 

Figure 2.4-6 and Figure 2.4-7 show the test fixture - cantilever cylinder assembly post 

experiment. 
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Figure 2.4-7 The cantilever plate and the fixture tube arrangement- post experiment 
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Chapter 3 

AXIAL FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION OF A CYLINDER 

In this Chapter, a series of experiments were performed on a cylinder in axial flow. The motion 

of the cylinder was picked up using a MEMS-based accelerometer, sampled using a data 

acquisition system (HS4 ), and processed using MA TLAB. Temporal averages for a set of 

recorded data were determined to show that the flow induced vibration is random and ergodic in 

nature. 

The time-domain rms accelerations of the cylinder motion are plotted against the mean flow 

velocity U rn/s for a wide range. In the frequency domain, the power spectra densities (PSD's) 

are obtained by means of fast Fourier transform for accelerations for a number of mean flow 

velocities corresponding to the controller frequencies from 2 Hz to 54 Hz. A total of 52 sets of 

data were recorded and analyzed. Because of the frequency limitation of the accelerometers, the 

PSD's are shown only for frequency range from 0 to 500Hz. Fortunately, the upper limit of 

500Hz is sufficient for typical axial flow induced vibration problems in industry. 

1. Data Processing 

From the volume flow meter reading, the mean flow velocity was calibrated for all achievable 

controller increments. Figure 3.1-1 shows the mean flow velocity versus the nominal pump shaft 

speed (half of the controller frequency) with and without the tank. The decrease in the mean flow 

velocity is due to work done by the pump on the raised head in the tank acting as a reservoir or 

sink. 
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Figure 3 .1-1 Flow velocity vs. pump speed in the test rig with and without the tank 

The Temperature in the test rig filled with lukewarm water was 20°C with a kinematic viscosity 

(~)of 1.004 x 10-6 m2/sin the pipe of 4.0 inch (101.6 mm) diameter. The Reynolds number for 

the pipe flow (Re = U*dp/~) was 20,000 at a mean flow velocity of 0.2 m/s and 600,000 at a 

mean flow velocity of 5.9 m/s. 

Under the no flow condition, the signals from the accelerometers were recorded to establish a 

threshold value for noise. It was found that the noise generated by the entire system (including 

transducer and acquisition system) was ±0.2 mV or ±0.02 m/s2 in terms of acceleration(= 2 mV 

* 116.785/1000 m/s2/mV). Figure 3.1-2 shows the equivalent noise threshold. White noise 
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defined as amplitudes of component waves are all equal and the frequencies of components 

extend from zero to infinity. 
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Figure 3.1-2 Establishing noise the threshold 

A typical window of time domain signal is presented in Figure 3.1-3 for the cylinder and the test 

rig for two different flow conditions U = 1.0 m/s (or 5 Hz pump speed) and U = 4.1 m/s (or 20 

Hz pump speed). The significant increase in amplitudes at the two different flow velocities can 

be attributed to the flow turbulence, flow pulsations. Observations show that the response for the 

cylinder was different in X andY axes. This was due to the stainless steel strips placed in theY 

axis. For the test rig the signal in the X axis (tangential direction) is stronger than that in the Y-

axis (radial direction- gravity comes into effect). 
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Figure 3.1-3 Typical response from the cylinder and the test rig with the tank 

The RMS acceleration vs. flow velocity plots for both cylinder and test rig in the X and Y axes 

are plotted to study the impact of the flow velocity on the acceleration amplitude. 

Plot in Figure 3.1-4 shows the effect of mean flow velocity on RMS acceleration in the X axis 

for cylinder in the test rig with and without tank. In case of test rig without tank when the flow 

velocity ramping from 1.6 m/s (or 7.5 Hz pump shaft speed) to 2.5 m/s (or 12.5Hz pump shaft 

speed, there is a spike in the rms response. This phenomenon is caused by the acoustic-structure 

resonance (2 x 7 x the pump speed, or second harmonics of 7-vane pump). The entire system has 

a resonant frequency of about 140 Hz. 
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Figure 3.1-4 RMS acceleration for the cylinder X axis vs. flow velocity- the test rig with and without the tank 

While the same plot shows the effect of mean flow velocity on the rms acceleration in the X axis 

for cylinder in test rig with tank. Visual comparison of maximum ordinate values for cylinder 

response in both the configurations of test rig shows mean flow velocity as the driving parameter 

in increasing the acceleration. 

Figure 3.1-5 show the similar behavior as observed above but for the Y axis of cylinder. The 

maximum ordinate values in these plots are less than that of the X axis due to the reason that 

cylinder has stainless steel strips embedded in Y axis all along the length increasing flexural 

rigidity in this axis. This plot for both test rigs with and without tank reiterates the significant 

contribution of mean flow velocity to the acceleration amplitude of the cylinder. 
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Figure 3.1-5 RMS acceleration for the cylinder Y axis vs. flow velocity- the test rig with and without the tank 

Figure 3.1-6 and shows test rig response in the X axis for both with tank and without tank 

configurations. The scale for the ordinate in this plot was much less compared to the flexible 

cylinder. Test rig without tank has many resonant modes and could be seen from the periodic 

increase in the rms values all along the flow velocity. The first one occurs when flow velocity 

was 1.5 m/s and 2.6 m/s. With the test rig re-designed with tank it was seen that the response 

changed as could be seen in the same plot. The maximum rms value in this system was achieved 

at a lower flow velocity in comparison with that of test rig without tank. In the process the bump 

seen in the previous test rig configuration was removed by providing rigid pipe clamps and 

supports. 
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The test rig response in the Y axis as shown in Figure 3.1-7 has lower levels of excitation as 

compared to that in the X axis. In all the four signal responses in the test rig without tank was 

observed in the flow velocity range of 1.5 m/s to 2.5 m/s. A noted increase in the rms 

acceleration in both axes for the test rig with tank at the maximum flow velocity could be due to 

large clearance holes on the supports used to tie down the piping with conventional clamps using 

bolts and nuts. 

From the 3D plots for both the axes shown below, it can be seen that mean flow velocity has a 

pronounced effect on increasing disturbance of the vibration amplitude in the current 

experimental setup. Figure 3.1-8 and Figure 3.1-10 show the relationship between the amplitude 

and the mean flow velocity in both the X and Y axis of cylinder in the test rig without tank. 

Figure 3.1-9 and Figure 3.1-11 show the similar effects of the mean flow velocity on the 

acceleration amplitude on a linear scale FFT in the frequency domain for the cylinder in the test 

rig with the tank. 

It was seen that the amplitudes of vibration were much less in the test rig with the tank compared 

to those without the tank. The test rig without the tank has higher mean flow velocities resulting 

in larger amplitudes of vibration of the cylinder. Due to work done by the pump on the raised 

head in the test rig with the tank, mean flow velocities were lower by approximately 27% when 

compared to the above resulting in much lower amplitudes of vibration. 

So far, all these plots depict the combined effect of all the three main identified sources of 

. excitation. In subsequent sections, an effort was made to identify individual sources of excitation 

for a wide range of mean flow velocities. 
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Cy~nder · X ••is in test rig wi1hout tank 

Figure 3J -8 Effect of flow velocity on the vibration amplitude in the X axis- the test rig without the tank 

....... -----~---

Figure 3.1-9 Effect of flow velocity on the vibration amplitude in the X axis- the test rig with the tank 
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Figure 3.1-10 Effect of flow velocity on the vibration amplitude in theY axis- the test rig without the tank 

Figure 3.1-11 Effect of flow velocity on the vibration amplitude in the Y axis- the test rig with the tank 
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3.2. Analysis of experiment data - flow induced vibrations 

In this section, the response from the cylinder in both the axes was analyzed from the 

experimental data. The two sets of experimental data were collected with the cylinder subjected 

to FIV in the test rig with the tank and without the tank. In order to determine the natural 

frequencies of the cylinder an impact test was carried out as shown Figure 3.2-1 and Figure 

3.2-2. The response from both the axes for the cylinder was analyzed in the time and frequency 

domains. Natural frequencies in both the axes with increasing mode numbers were identified 

from this test and similarities drawn between the spectra generated from the impact data and that 

from the fluid structure interaction due to flow through the test rig. 

3.2.1. Cylinder X-axis 

Analysis of impact test data: The Fourier transform of the impact data for the acceleration in the 

X axis is shown in Figure 3.2-3 and it is clear that resonant frequencies are higher than those in 

water due to the absence of the added mass factor. The frequency response from the impact test 

shows the various sub-frequency bands in the overall range from 7Hz to 215Hz with a weak 

response at 300 Hz. First, second and other dominant modes are tabulated in the plot. 

Analysis of experimental data: The response picked up by the accelerometer due to the cylinder 

motion was processed in MATLAB using the autocorrelation and the Fourier transform function 

for acceleration for a wide range of mean flow velocities. Thus computed power spectral 

densities (PSD's) were plotted for further analysis. Figure 3.2-4, Figure 3.2-5 and Figure 3.2-6 

show the acceleration response for the X axis in power spectral densities on a linear scale and the 

development of different modes with the increase in flow velocity in the test rig without the tank. 

These plots show the effect of turbulence (flow induced) on the approximate modal behavioral 

dynamics that change from first mode to higher harmonics. 
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Figure 3.2-1 Impact test arrangement- I for the cantilever cylinder 

Figure 3.2-2 Impact test arrangement-2 for the cantilever cylinder 
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Figure 3.2-4 Cylinder X axis response in the test rig without the tank up to U = 1.5 m Is 
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Figure 3.2-5 Cylinder X axis response in the test rig without the tank up to U = 3.6 m Is 
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Figure 3.2-6 Cylinder X axis response in the test rig without the tank up to U = 5.2 m Is 
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The magnitudes of these modal amplitudes were dependent on the turbulence in flow which in 

tum is a function of the mean flow velocity. 

It was also observed that the test rig without the tank has a large spike when the pump shaft 

operates between 7.5 Hz and 12.5 Hz speeds. The reason for this was the acoustic-structure 

resonance as mentioned in the previous section. The test rig system has a resonant frequency of 

approximately 140 Hz. Due to the lack of rigid supports and pipe clamps, this response was 

picked up by the embedded accelerometer in the cylinder in both axes, as this was integrated 

with the test rig. It was also observed that at these pump frequencies the response due to the flow 

induced vibration was dominated by the test rig resonance. 

The pump delivers turbulent flow that was highly pulsational in the test rig without the tank. It 

was observed from the acceleration plots that the blade passing frequencies were dominant till 

the 20 Hz pump speed. The pump shaft frequency was strong and noticeable beyond the 20 Hz 

pump speed. 

In the case of the test rig with the tank, the strength of the transducer signal from the cylinder 

was considerably lower than that observed in the test rig without the tank. This was due to 

reduced flow pulsations and increased work done by the pump. As a result, the mean flow 

velocity was reduced by 28% in the test rig with the tank. 

As the flow velocity increases with pump speed, significant spikes were seen at around 7 Hz in 

the X axis of the cylinder. This was the fundamental natural frequency in the X axis of the 

cylinder and it develops in magnitude with subsequent pump speeds. The critical velocity was 

0.4 m/s, at which the first mode was observed. The second natural frequency was seen 

developing in the X axis of the cylinder at 40 Hz, its magnitude increases with the increase in 
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flow velocity. The critical velocity was observed to be 0.7 m/s when the second natural 

frequency was observed. Close observation of modal dynamics in these plots shows that the 

second mode takes over the first at a flow velocity of 1.6m/s while higher modes develop and 

dominate in magnitude as the flow velocity increases. 

The third mode was observed to be around 86 Hz at a critical flow velocity of 1.15 m/s. The 

fourth mode at 102 Hz was observed at a critical velocity of 1.23 m/s. The fifth mode was 

observed around 138 Hz at critical velocity of 1.4 m/s. Around 196 Hz, the sixth mode was 

observed at a critical velocity of 1.5 m/s. The amplitudes of these six dominant modes increase 

with the increase in the flow velocity. 

Figure 3.2-7, Figure 3.2-8 and Figure 3.2-9 show the evolution of different modes of cylinder in 

X axis caused by turbulent flow in test rig with the tank. As the mean flow velocity increases the 

trend shifts from first mode to second and third resonant frequencies. At low mean flow 

velocities, the energy was concentrated in the first and second modes. At high mean flow 

velocities, the maximum concentration of energy was noticed in second, third and fourth modes. 

Again close observation of these figures shows the concentration of energy by a factor of 5 times 

in the test rig without the tank to that of the test rig with the tank. From the above analysis, the 

effect of mean flow velocity and hence turbulence on excitation of the higher resonant 

frequencies can be seen. 
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Figure 3.2-7 Cylinder X axis response in the test rig with the tank up to U = 1.2 m Is 
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3.2.2. Cylinder Y -Axis 

Analysis of impact test data: The impact test results for the Y axis of the cylinder in the time and 

frequency domain shown in Figure 3.2-10. It was observed that resonant the frequencies are 

embedded in a wide frequency band of20 Hz to 300Hz. 
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Figure 3.2-10 Cylinder-impact test results in theY axis 

The offset in response between the X and Y axes can be attributed to the increase in flexural 

rigidity due to the presence of embedded stainless steel strips in the cylinder Y axis. 

Analysis of experimental data: Figure 3.2-11 to Figure 3.2-16 shows the acceleration response 

over the entire flow velocity spectrum in both test rigs with and without the tank. These plots 

show identical response with an exception that the magnitude in the test rig without the tank is 

higher than the test rig with the tank. 
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At flow velocity of 0.6 m/s the onset of first resonant frequency in the Y axis of cylinder which 

is at 20 Hz was noticed and its magnitude increases as the flow velocity increases. With flow 

velocity reaching 1.0 m/s the second mode occurs at 86 Hz just above the threshold noise level. 

When the flow reaches 1.3 m/s three more modes at~ 133Hz, 201 Hz and 310Hz make their 

appearance above the noise threshold level. First mode peak amplitude attains maximum when 

the flow velocity reaches 1.5 m/s. The response of cylinder between 7.5 Hz and 12.5 Hz pump 

speeds was due to the acoustic-structure resonance. From these plots it was observed that the first 

mode has larger amplitude with respect to other higher modes. Due to embedded stainless steel 

strips the amplitude of all higher modes of cylinder was small. 
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Figure 3.2-11 Cylinder Y axis response in the test rig without the tank up to U = 1.5 m Is 
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Figure 3.2-12 Cylinder Y axis response in the test rig without the tank up to U = 3.6 m Is 
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Figure 3.2-13 Cylinder Y axis response in the test rig without the tank up to U = 5.2 m Is 
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Once again the flow pulsations play a dominant role as can be seen from the accumulation of 

energy spikes under various narrow bandwidths in the vicinity of natural frequencies of the 

cylinder in this axis. While the plot for test rig without tank shows the effect of energy from flow 

pulsations embedded in turbulent energy, spectral density plot in test rig with tank reflects 

predominantly turbulent energy. At higher mean flow velocities though, it was noticed that the 

blade passing frequencies appear in this plot. Similar to what was witnessed in the X axis; at-

135Hz the modal displacement shows a huge spike due to the acoustic-structure resonance. 
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Figure 3.2-14 Cylinder Y axis response in the test rig with the tank up to U = 1.2 m /s 

From the above analysis for both the X and Y axes it can be seen that mean flow velocity has 

pronounced effect in increasing the disturbance and on the vibration amplitude in the cylinder. 

Turbulence buffeting was found to be the dominant mechanism for the forced excitations in both 

the X andY axes of cylinder in both the test rig configurations. 
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Figure 3.2-15 Cylinder Y axis response in the test rig with the tank up to U = 2.9 m Is 
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3.3. Flow pulsations - test rig response 

Sources of flow pulsations: Pressure pulses are generated in almost any frequency of vibration of 

the pump or piping from once per revolution up to the vane passing frequency and its harmonics. 

These pulses are harmonic forcing functions with well defined frequencies. The first blade 

passing frequency is equal to the number of blades multiplied by shaft rotation frequency. The 

prominent pulse usually occurs at the first, second or up to number of blades on the impeller. 

Pulsations are termed as noise in pumping systems generated by the mechanical motion of pump 

components and by the liquid motion in the pump and piping systems. These are caused by the 

impeller passing the discharge diffuser or some other discontinuity in the case. Any non

symmetry of the internals of the pump may produce an uneven pressure distribution that can 

result in forces applied to the rotor there by causing unbalance in shaft rotation thereby 

generating pressure pulses [15]. 

The Table-3.3-1 shows the fundamental and higher harmonics of the pump impeller as the 

induction motor ramps up from 1 Hz to 28.5 Hz along with the measured responses from the 

accelerometer embedded on the test rig without tank. As observed from the table the pump 

delivers turbulent flow which is highly pulsational. Similar analysis was carried out on the test 

rig with tank and it was found that though the pump pulsations exist their signal was too weak 

for the transducer. This was due to two main reasons, one being introduction of tank in to the test 

rig system acting as a sink for dissipation of pressure pulsations and the second was the test rig 

pipes and pipe supports were anchored rigidly with secure pipe clamps. 
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3.3.1. Test rig without and with the tank- X axis: 

From the Table-3.3-1 it was seen that the measured first blade passing frequency was lagging 

behind its theoretical counterpart. This can be explained as the combined effect of load on the 

pump shaft and frequency resolution in data processing. The frequency resolution in the present 

experiment was 0.15 Hz with a sampling rate of 10,000 Hz and a record length of 131,072 

samples. 

The experimental shaft frequency was back calculated by dividing the measured first blade 

passing frequency with number of vanes (in this case the pump impeller has 7 vanes). The reason 

for back calculating the shaft frequency was due to the dominant first blade passing frequency at 

all the shaft speeds during entire experiment in test rig without tank. At various mean flow 

velocities Fourier transform for acceleration showed dominant peaks. The subsequent columns 

on the experiment side in the table explain the measured shaft frequency and its multiples. 

From 1 Hz to 14Hz theoretical pump speed as shown in Figure 3.3.1-1 the shaft frequency was 

not as dominant as compared to the first blade passing frequency. While from 15 Hz to 28 Hz 

theoretical pump speed the signal for measured shaft frequency, 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, 6X, 7X and 

higher multiples of shaft frequency were quite strong depicting the pulsational nature of flow. 

Between 7.5 Hz and 12.5 Hz the test rig has acoustic-structure resonance at around 140 Hz as 

identified in previous sections. As the pump speed increases the flow pulses were observed in the 

test rig at all the blade passing frequencies and their harmonics. 

The flow pulsations from the pump rotation and blade passing frequencies were significantly 

lower in the test rig with tank as seen in Figure 3.3.1-2. 
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3.3.2. Test rig without and with the tank- Y axis: 

It was observed for the test rig that in the radial plane (the Y axis) the flow pulsations were 

stronger as compared to their counter parts in the tangential plane (the X axis). Similar to 

electrical noise the flow pulsations have very low damping and they appear as narrow spikes in 

these plots thus making them easily distinguishable from other structural vibrations. The plot for 

the rig without tank in Figure 3.3.2-3 shows fundamental blade passing frequency and its higher 

harmonics with 7X being predominant. The spikes in the plots show that test rig exposed to flow 

turbulence thereby experience resonant vibration at all its natural frequencies. 
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Figure 3.3.2-3 Response from the test rig in theY axis- without the tank 
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Figure 3.3.2-4 Response from the test rig in theY axis- with the tank 

Figure 3.3.2-4 shows the response of test rig with tank. As the mean flow velocity increases 

from 2.0 m/s the signal of fundamental blade passing frequency grows stronger. The clamps used 

to secure the pipe were fastened with larger clearance holes on the rigid support and this explains 

the flow pulsations at higher pump speeds were recorded by the accelerometer in this axis. 
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Chapter 4 

AXIAL FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION OF A THIN PLATE 

In this Chapter, a series of experiments were performed on a plate in axial flow. The motion of 

the plate was picked up using MEMS-based tri-axial accelerometers installed at a distance of 

one-fifth of the length from the fixed end, sampled using a data acquisition system (HS4), and 

processed using MA TLAB. Two transducers glued to the plate with the measuring axis parallel 

to plate thickness were called as X 1 at top and X2 in the bottom. 

The time-domain rms accelerations of the plate motion are plotted against the mean flow velocity 

U mls for a wide range. In the frequency domain, the power spectral densities (PSD's) are 

obtained by performing the Fourier transform on the autocorrelation of accelerations for a 

number of mean flow velocities corresponding to the controller frequencies from 3 Hz to 40 Hz. 

Three sets of data were recorded at the 16 Hz pump speed with 5 kHz, 10 kHz and 20 kHz 

sampling rates. Figure 4-1 shows the random vibration of the plate in the time-domain for a 

given pump speed and Figure 4-2 shows the frequency-domain demonstrating similar response at 

different sampling rates. Considering the process of flow induced vibrations an ergodic process, 

a sampling rate of 5kHz with a record length of 65,536 samples was selected and a set of 38 data 

files recorded from the transducers. 

Because of the frequency limitation of the accelerometers, the plots are shown only for the 

frequency range from 0 to 500 Hz. Coincidentally, an upper limit of 500 Hz is sufficient for 

understanding low-frequency plate behavior in axial flow. Most of the industrial applications 

have seen low frequency applications or problems. 
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Figure 4-1 Time-domain for different sampling rates 

Figure 4-2 Frequency-domain PSD plots for different sampling rates 
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From the no flow condition, the signals from the accelerometers were recorded to establish a 

threshold value for noise. Figure 4-3 shows the noise generated by the entire system (including 

of transducer, power supply, leads and data acquisition system). The noise was quite negligible 

and was around ±0.1 m V or ±0.0 1 m/s2 in terms of acceleration. 

No ftow condrtion $hawing noise of the system • plate setup 
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Figure 4-3 Noise level in the no-flow condition 

Analysis of impact test data: A rubber mallet was used to strike gently on the test rig pipe support 

at various locations close to the plate specimen, shown in Figure 4-4, to carry out the impact test 

as shown by arrows in Figure 4-5. As the test was done in air with no water in the test rig, the 

spectrum in the frequency domain showed higher resonating frequencies due to the absence of 

the added mass effect. The time-domain plot for the impact test is shown in Figure 4-6. The plate 

has few resonant frequencies between in a bandwidth of32 Hz to 350Hz as seen from the power 

spectral density plot shown in Figure 4-7. Much noticeable peaks were at 33 Hz and 64 Hz. 
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Figure 4-4 Impact test arrangement-! for the cantilever plate 

Figure 4-5 Impact test arrangement-2 for the cantilever plate 
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Analysis of experimental data: The temperature in the tank and test rig filled with lukewarm 

water was 20°C with a kinematic viscosity(~) of 1.004 x 1 o-6 m2/s in the pipe of 4.0 inch (1 01.6 

mm) diameter. The range of the Reynolds number (Re = U*dj~) was between 20,000 and 

350,000. The upper limit ofRe was corresponded to the maximum mean flow velocity of 3.8 m/s 

with this plate arrangement. 

shows a chart with mean flow velocity in column 4, non dimensional flow velocity in column 5 

( 
E h3 

- 2 3 )1 / 2 3 
using U = pU LP I D [3] where D= l ( s 2 )

1

l with p = 1000 kg/m; Lp = 0.175 m; h = 
121- v ~ 

0.0001778 m; Es = 2.1 * 109 N/m2
; Poisson ratio v = 0.28 for stainless steel. RMS acceleration for 

accelerometers X1 and X2 can be found in columns 6 and 7 respectively. 

* pLP 3 
The mass ratio JL = [3] with p P = 7900 kg/m was computed for the cantilever plate in 

pph 

water. It was 124.6 and there were no analytical/experimental results available in the known 

literature for comparison. 

Figure 4-8 shows in time domain rms acceleration (white line) for both the accelerometers at 15 

Hz pump speed. Though the transducers were installed on the same face of plate they were 

intentionally placed closer to the edge. This ensures picking-up motion near edges in flow that 

tends to be more unstable as compared the middle of the plate. 

The rms (root mean square) values shown in table below were computed from norm(x)/sqrt(n) in 

MA TLAB for wide range of mean flow velocities. A plot was generated between rms 

acceleration values for both the accelerometers X 1 and X2 against fluid velocity as shown in 

Figure 4-9. This increase in rms acceleration values with respect to increase in flow velocity can 
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Analysis of experimental data: The temperature in the tank and test rig filled with lukewarm 

water was 20°C with a kinematic viscosity(~) of 1.004 x 10-6 m2/sin the pipe of 4.0 inch (101.6 
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Hz pump speed. Though the transducers were installed on the same face of plate they were 

intentionally placed closer to the edge. This ensures picking-up motion near edges in flow that 

tends to be more unstable as compared the middle of the plate. 

The rms (root mean square) values shown in table below were computed from norm(x)/sqrt(n) in 

MA TLAB for wide range of mean flow velocities. A plot was generated between rms 

acceleration values for both the accelerometers X 1 and X2 against fluid velocity as shown in 

Figure 4-9. This increase in rms acceleration values with respect to increase in flow velocity can 
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be explained as the combined effect of turbulent flow, longitudinal and transverse frictional 

. forces, viscous and structural (hysteretic) damping and tension in the plate · [3]. The difference in 

response curves between these transducers could be due to imperfections in manufacturing the 

plate and installing the transducers along with their leads. As the mean flow velocity increases 

with the increase pump speed it was observed that there was an increase in response from both 

the accelerometers. 

Table-4-1 Mean flow velocity, non dimensional velocity and rms accelerations for the cantilever plate 

Controller Speed - Hz Motor speed- Hz . Qm3/hr Um/s U-non dimensionalised RMSACC X1 (m/s"2) RMSACCE X2 (m/s"2) 

3 1.5 6.50 0.223 1.578 0.087 0.089 

4 2 9.00 0.308 2.185 0.096 0.097 

5 2.5 11.50 0.394 2.792 0.109 0.110 

6 3 14.00 0.480 3.399 0.149 0.149 

7 3.5 16.50 0.565 4.006 0.202 0.193 

8 4 19.00 0.651 4.613 0.274 0.259 

9 4.5 21.70 0.743 5.269 0.350 0.340 

10 5 24.10 0.826 5.851 0.452 0.424 

11 5.5 26.60 0.911 6.458 0.605 0.565 

12 6 28.30 0.970 6.871 0.680 0.635 

13 6.5 30.50 1.045 7.405 0.859 0.802 

14 7 33.00 1.131 8.012 1.099 1.028 

15 7.5 35.50 1.216 8.619 1.328 1.192 

16 8 37.90 1.299 9.202 1.607 1.376 

17 8.5 40.60 1.391 9.857 1.983 1.631 

18 9 43.20 1.480 10.489 . 2.329 1.928 

19 9.5 45.60 1.562 11.071 2.632 2.189 

20 10 48.30 1.655 11.727 3.139 2.549 

21 10.5 50.70 1.737 12.309 3.460 2.822 

22 11 53.20 1.823 12.916 3.916 3.324 

23 11.5 55.70 1.908 13.523 4.418 3.692 

24 12 58.30 1.998 14.155 4.865 4.163 

25 12.5 60.90 2.087 14.786 5.344 4.585 
26 13 63.40 2.172 15.393 6.147 5.304 
27 13.5 66.00 2.261 16.024 6.617 5.777 

28 14 68.50 2.347 16.631 7.391 6.280 

29 14.5 71.00 2.433 17.238 8.233 6.978 

30 15 73.50 2.518 17.845 9.014 7.539 
31 15.5 75.80 2.597 18.404 9.748 7.935 

32 16 78.10 2.676 18.962 10.780 8.799 
33 16.5 81.10 2.779 19.690 11.105 9.310 
34 17 83.50 2.861 20.273 13.140 10.379 

35 17.5 86.20 2.953 20.929 13.686 11.088 

36 18 88.50 3.032 21.487 14.777 12.396 
37 18.5 91.10 3.121 22.118 14.797 13.345 
38 19 93.70 3.210 22.749 17.526 14.154 
39 19.5 96.20 3.296 23.356 18.526 15.278 
40 20 98.60 3.378 23.939 20.067 16.150 
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be explained as the combined effect of turbulent flow, longitudinal and transverse frictional 

forces, viscous and structural (hysteretic) damping and tension in the plate [3]. The difference in 

response curves between these transducers could be due to imperfections in manufacturing the 

plate and installing the transducers along with their leads. As the mean flow velocity increases 

with the increase pump speed it was observed that there was an increase in response from both 
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Figure 4-8 Time-domain plot for the flow velocity U=2.5 m/s at 15Hz pump speed 
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Figure 4-9 RMS acceleration (Xl and X2) vs. flow velocity (U) 
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Acceleration response in time-domain at various speeds was shown in the Figure 4-10 . Please 

note the scale for ordinate was not adjusted in order to present the magnitude of acceleration and 

its dependency with the flow velocity. A close observation of the below plot shows that the 

development of peak-peak acceleration magnitude from ~0.5 m/s2 at 0.3 m/s flow velocity to 50 

m/s2 at 3.4 m/s flow velocity. 
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Figure 4-10 Acceleration responses on the time-domain- XI accelerometer with the ordinate auto scale 

Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 show the time-domain response for the accelerometers X 1 and X2 

on common scale. It was observed that the influence of flow velocity was quite significant on the 

magnitude of acceleration amplitude. From these plots it was evident that the 100 fold increase in 

magnitude of acceleration amplitude for an approximately ten fold increase in flow velocity. 
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Figure 4·12 Acceleration responses in the time·domain- X2 accelerometer on the ordinate common scale 
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Following the similar responses from both the accelerometers ongoing analysis was carried out 

considering one accelerometer. Figure 4-13 to Figure 4-18 depicts the behavior of natural 

frequencies of cantilever plate from the mean flow velocity of 0.6 m/s (or pump speed 4 Hz) to 

3.4 m/s (or pump speed 20Hz). As the flow velocity increases the dynamic response of the plate 

changes drastically from zero acceleration to almost 3 m/s2
• The different modes were seen with 

increasing magnitude as seen successive power spectral density plots. The results were similar to 

that of the cantilever cylinder where the amplitude of successive modes increases at their 

respective critical flow velocities. But one strong observation was made as the flow increases 

beyond 3.0 m/s where in the amplitude of lower modes diminish while that of higher mode (100 

Hz in this case) increases. A secondary peak at 270 Hz was also observed at the high flow 

velocities. 
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Figure 4-13 PSD at U=0.6 m/s 
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Figure 4-14 PSD at U=1 m/s 
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Figure 4-15 PSD at U=2 m/s 
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Figure 4-16 PSD at U=2.3 m/s 

Figure 4-17 PSD at U=3.0 m/s 
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•t 

Figure 4-18 PSD at U=3.4 m/s 

The first mode was observed around 15 Hz at the mean flow velocity of 0.48 m/s above the noise 

threshold. This mode reaches maximum amplitude at the mean flow velocity of 1.6 m/s before 

being taken over by the subsequent modes. The second mode was observed around 54 Hz at the 

mean flow velocity of0.6 m/s and achieves maximum amplitude at the mean flow velocity of 3.2 

m/s. The third mode was observed picking up around 100 Hz at 0.6 m/s mean flow velocity. This 

mode was the most dominant mode over the entire experiment. 

The fourth mode was observed picking up around 140 Hz at mean flow velocity of 1 m/s. In the 

process a 30 Hz band was generated around this mode implying existence of few modes 

embedded in this frequency band. The fifth mode was observed around 205Hz at the mean flow 

velocity of 1.1 m/s. The sixth mode was observed to be picking up around 273 Hz at the mean 

flow velocity of 0.82 m/s. 
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With the turbulence being a function of mean flow velocity the modal instability increases with 

the increase in the turbulence. The mechanism beyond these wide band frequency response due 

to flow can be explained as follows. The restoring force in the plate is flexural rigidity while the 

tension in the plate adds to the pressure perturbation. The effect of damping force increases with 

flow velocity up to certain value and then its effect reduces while the flow turbulence takes over 

the system. Wide band response at high flow velocity. shows the effect of turbulence [3]. 

A strange phenomenon was observed that seems to be unique to the plate dynamics. Beyond the 

mean flow velocity of 2.3 m/s all the modal excitations were overwhelmed by the turbulence in 

flow. Around the third mode i.e., 100 Hz the system extracts energy around its natural frequency 

and hence peak observed. It can be said that few modes co-exist around this frequency resulting 

in the wide band excitation 70 Hz to 130 Hz. 

It was observed the amplitude of the first, second and third modes dominate over the entire 

power density spectrums. While the similar explanation could be tendered for the accumulation 

of turbulent energy over a large band width from 0 Hz to 150 Hz with peaks at the modal 

frequencies. The cantilever plate extracts energy from the turbulent flow in the vicinity of its 

modal frequencies resulting increase in amplitude. 

Another observation is that the power spectral density plot in Figure 4-18 shows the energy 

concentration around 100Hz with a wide band of turbulent energy between 10Hz and 300Hz. 

Though this power spectral density is intended for continuous spectra the peaks in the spectra do 

not reflect the power at a given frequency but these plots provide an idea to an extent about the 

energy content. 
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Finally a 3D plot with power spectral density, mean flow velocity and frequency as the 

respective axes was shown in Figure 4-19 to visualize the Fluid-Structure interaction with the 

flow developing around the plate. 

250 

0.5 0 

Figure 4-19 Acceleration amplitude vs. flow velocity vs. frequency 

From the above analysis of responses of the cantilever plate it can be seen that the effect of mean 

flow velocity on excitation of the various resonant frequencies. Also the magnitudes of these 

resonating frequencies were directly proportional to the mean flow velocity. With the increase in 

the mean flow velocity it was seen that the plate vibration becomes unstable. This was clear from 

these plots the excitation of wide band of frequencies at higher mean flow velocities. In contrast 

to cylinder experiment where multiple modes still exist with increasingly stronger amplitude, in 

the plate experiment it was observed that beyond a critical mean flow velocity (3.0 m/s in this 

case) the plate tends to come to an equilibrium position which in this case was around 100 Hz. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis, the axial pipe flow induced vibrations of a beam and a plate are investigated 

experimentally. Use of MEMS based transducers allows the direct and accurate measurement of 

acceleration without altering the flows surrounding the transducers. A large number of 

experiments covering the two structures, a test rig without and with a large water tank for 

reducing the acoustic-induced vibrations, were carried out over a wide range of mean flow 

velocities. These comprehensive studies and experimental results are useful to power and process 

industries where pipe flow induced vibrations in various components (e.g., butterfly valves) are 

often encountered. 

The flow in the test rig with and without the tank was both turbulent and pulsational at all pump 

speeds. At 27Hz pump speed for the cantilever cylinder the mean flow velocity was 5.7 m/s in 

the test rig without the tank and the magnitude of rms acceleration in the X axis was 4.3g while 

in theY axis it was 3.3g. For the same pump speed the mean flow velocity was 4.7 m/s in the test 

rig with the tank and the maximum values of rms acceleration in the X andY axes were 1.5g to 

2g for the cylinder. It was noticed that the active frequency band for the cylinder where 

resonances occur for different modes in the X axis was from 7 Hz till 200 Hz. The response of 

the cylinder in the Y axis was different from that of the X axis due to the presence of steel strips 

acting as stiffeners. The active frequency band where resonances occur for different modes in the 

cylinder Y axis was from 19 Hz to 360 Hz. These results show the turbulent flow causes 

excitation of first and higher modes in both the axes for the cylinder. 
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For the cantilever plate the maximum rms acceleration was approximately 2g at 3.4 m/s mean 

flow velocity. Vibrations observed in the cantilever plate can be categorized as high-frequency 

low-amplitude type that was observed as common phenomenon in thinner plates. These plots 

depict the evolution of the plate higher modes as mean flow velocity increases. The flow 

upstream to plate is highly turbulent and the radial studs holding the plate in the fixture-adaptor 

make the flow further more complex. The flow turbulence is the driving mechanism for these 

vibrations as was seen from energy concentration over wide band frequency from 1 0 Hz to 200 

Hz. 

5.2 Future Work 

Developing a computational fluid dynamics model for simulating the three dimensional flow 

surrounding the flexible structures in an axial pipe flow is recommended. 
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Appendix A 

Cylinder and plate preparation process for the experiments 

A.l Preparation of cylinder 

A length of 220 mm of 12.7 mm diameter silicon rubber chord stock was cut to ensure minimum 

radius of curvature when in free state and ends are ensured square to the longitudinal axis. A hole 

of 8.2 mm diameter was drilled for 5 mm deep along the axis at one end using an end mill at high 

spindle speed. Along longitudinal axis two grooves were sliced for 4mm deep for a length of 

152.5 mm with a professional stainless steel knife on either side of the XOZ plane along the Y 

axis as shown in the Figure A.l-1. 

Figure A.l-1 Sectional view of silicon rubber cylinder after machining 

Two thin strips of 3.9 mm wide by 152.5 mm long were cut from 0.010 in. thick shim stock of 

AISI316 (stainless steel) manufactured by Maudlin & Sons Mfg Co., Inc., Texas. A thin layer of 

silicon rubber adhesive (Sil-Poxy from Smooth-On Inc., Easton, PA) was evenly applied on 

either side of these strips. These strips were then carefully inserted in to the groves made on the 

silicon rubber cylinder specimen as shown in Figure A.l-2. (Sil-Poxy, the silicon rubber 

adhesive is a one-component adhesive made specifically for bonding RTV silicone rubber to 

silicone rubber and other materials with a work time of 5 minute and cure time of 12 minutes). 
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Figure A.l-2 Isometric view of silicon rubber cylinder with SS Strips 

A 16 mm diameter by 40 mm long fixture was machined from 20 mm diameter Al 6061 bar 

stock with an axial hole of 12.7 mm diameter by 25 mm deep drilled on one end while a hole 

drilled through the remaining length and tapped with UNC 1/4 in. threads. 

Commercially available five minute epoxy prepared and applied evenly inside the surface of this 

12.7 mm diameter hole and the silicon rubber cylinder with the blunt end inserted in to this hole 

allowing the epoxy to cure thus forming rigid joint between the fixture and silicon rubber 

cylinder. 

An adapter machined out of AI 6061 with 16 mm diameter by 50 mm long with four M4x0.7 

radial holes tapped through all the wall thickness. This was then clamped to the fixture-silicon 

rubber cylinder using a Y4 in-20 socket cap screw of 7/8 inch long as shown in Figure A.1-3. 

Figure A.1-4 shows the layout of the accelerometer at the free end and the four ribbon cables lay 

out along the longitudinal axis. Figure A.1-5 shows the cantilever cylinder along with the test 
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fixture and the transducer installed. The harnesses were routed in such a way that they contribute 

minimal flow disturbance. 

Figure A.l-3 Sectional view of permanent assembly of cantilever cylinder 

II I. 0 I 

Figure A.l-4 Front view of cantilever cylinder with accelerometer 

Figure A.l-5 Front view of text-fixture assembly with cantilever cylinder 
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A.2 Preparation of thin plate 

For this experiment, the clamped-free or cantilevered AISI316 (stainless steel) plate, 0.178mm 

thick X 36mm wide X 175mm long. Four M4 clearance holes at a predetermined pattern using 

the pear shaped plates were drilled on the plate. Figure A.2-l shows the manufacturing and 

assembly of the stainless steel plate. The assembly contains two half pear shaped aluminum 

plates clamping the plate with the help of M4x0. 7 socket head flat screws. 

Figure A.2-1 Front view of text-fixture assembly with cantilever plate 

Test-fixture for cantilever plate: In order to place the cantilever plate along the axis of the test 

section of pipe in the water circulating test rig, a simple test-fixture was designed with a 4 inch 

(101.6 mm) outside diameter (OD) and 3Yz inch (88.9 mm) inside diameter (ID) of3.5 inch (88.9 

mm) polycarbonate tube. The OD of the tube was machined down to 100 mm diameter for a 
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length of 86 mm leaving a shoulder so that it can slide into the test section of the pipe without 

interference. Two radial holes drilled through all the wall thickness of the tube and tapped with 

M4x0.7 threads at a predetermined position(s) by transferring the clearance-hole pattern from the 

pear shaper aluminum adapter. The process was accomplished on a milling machine using an 

indexing head. 

The cantilever plate - aluminum adapter was then secured along the axis of the tube with the 

help of four M4x0.7 stainless steel studs and four pairs of M4x0.7 hexagonal nuts with an 

endeavor to achieve zero DOF at the fixed end of the cantilever as shown in Figure A.2-2. 

Figure A.2-2 Front view of text-fixture assembly with cantilever plate 
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Appendix B 

Data sheet for ADXL321 bi-axial accelerometer used 

in cylinder 
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r.ANALOG 
WDEVICES Small and Thin ± 18 g Accelerometer 

FEATURES 
Small and thin 

4 "'"' k 4 rnrn x 1.45 "'"' LFCSP package 
3 rng resolution •t SO Hz 
Wide supplyvoftager~e: .2..C V to 6 V 
Low power: lSO flA~t Vs = 2.4 V (typ) 

Good zero g bias stability 
Good sensitivity acturacy 
x-axn andy ...xiuligned to within 0.1· (typ) 

8W •djustrncnt with • sintlfl Qpaotor 
Sing~upply opeA~tion 

10,000 g shock survival 
Compatible wid\ SnJPb and Pb·fT<Hs;C!W41t' pc'oce'$Sft 

APPUCAnONS 
Vibration monitoring and compenution 
Abuse event det«:tion 
Sports •quiprnent 

ADXL321 I 
GENERAL DESCRIPnON 

The ADXl.32 1 is a small and lhin, low power,. complete dual " 
axis iK~deromcter wJt:h signal conditioned vcltagc outputs, 
which ili all on a single m<.;.nditllk 1 C. TI)e pK>duct measures 
aa:eler.ttkm with a ftdl~~t tang~ of :tl S g {typk.<~l) . It <.':ll:l als.:} 
nu~aStu:c both dynamic acailcration (vihraiion) and stalk 
acc:ekrahon {graYity). 

The ADXL32 t k typical :nt)il;e floor i~ 320 !J,gNHz. al!Qwing 
~ignllls bdow 3 rot t<} be rt.'SOlved in tilt ··!O(!!))Oing <~ppJkaii<ms 
using narrow bandwi.:lths (<50 B~l. 

The user sele<'t$ llll' bandwidth of i.he accelerometer ttsio~ 
~a,itors c., and Cr at the Xovt an.& Yo;.rr pins. Bandwidth$ of 
O.S Hz: to 15kHz m:t}' be sdccteJ to suit the appliat.ion. 

'l1le ADXL32 i is a\•;a.ilabk .in a ~ry thin 4 mm x 4 mm x 
1 A5 mnt. l6l.'iid, plastic l.FCSn 

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DlAGRAM 
+JV 

Rw.O 
..,..._~oo~ tumili>ood b)-~ O...~U• to w"-"1"' ._ ----lfloMi .......,_, 
H-er, M·Mtp-IIHI~ u .. ..., .... bJ AMI"SS 0.-• f« W.-. n«for M>f 
~,., ... - ........... .,,hitd.,.,_ .... ...., ...... tro .. ltt.-. 
Spox:--- ol'lljacttll>dolllpwiltlolii:IIOIQ .... !iwlso l<p:-..IIJJ -~ 
w<ttiMtwiJ;eU11der..,~•piMntrigta>fJIAIIIIIog~.T..,._rfl>nd 
"'~~""''""'v.odo-tltoa,..llwpr..,..tyotlhoir ... pao:tiw: _,......, 
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SPECIFICATIONS1 

T"' ''" 2S'"C, Vs"' l Y. Cr -_,,, Cy"' 0.1 ~tf; Ac:,de.ro~tion "' 0 g, unles$ mherwis~: ll(lt«l. 

Table 1, 

Parameter 

SENSOR INPUT 
Measurement Range 
Nonlinearity 

f>a.ckage Alignment Error 
AHgnmem: Error 
Cross Axis Sensitivity 

SENSITIVITY (RATIOMETRICF 
Sensrti\<ity at X;).f!·, Y o.;J 

Sensitivity Change due to Temperature ~ 

Z£r!O g BIAS lMl (RATIOMETRIC) 

0 9 Voltage at Xoxn, V"'" 
Og Offset vs. Temperature 

NOISE PERFORMANCE 
Noise Density 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE' 
C~:.C> Range$ 

~·n Tolerance 
Sensor Resonant frequency 

SELf·TEST~ 

Logic Input Low 

Logic Input High 

ST 1npi.lt Re$i$tan<:e to Gro1.md 
Output Change at X.X.~ . Yr:&.~ 

OUTPUT AMPI..IFIEfl 
Output Swing Low 
Output Swing High 

POWER SUPPLY 
O~ratiog Vokbge Rangt 
QuiC!$("A!nt Supply Curtet~t 
Turn..QnTi11'11?7 

TEMPERATURE 
C~rating Temper;ature Flan9e 

Conclitions 

Each axis 

% oc full scale 

X senso.rto Y senst>r 

Eachaxi~ 

V!cz.3V 
V:,:3V 
Eac:ha:xis 
v~ .. 3v 

Self·test Oto 1 

No load 

No load 

Min 

51 

1.4 

(!.002 

2.4 

-20 

' AR minimum and maximum spedfic.t~orn aregudfameE<I. Typical spedfi•<~tioos are not guaranteE<!. 
l ><;;t0$itivity !$ ~·toally t;)ti<l!'ll~>lti( l(> \h. 

Typ 

:i:lS 
:1::0.2 
:1::1 
±0.1 
:t2 

57 
0;01 

1.S 
±2 

320 

32f.l5!!il 
5.5 

M 
2.4 
so 
18 

M 
2.6 

0.49 

20 

Max 

1.6 

10 

6 

+70 

Unit 

g 
Clii 
Degrees 
Degrees 
% 

mV!g 
vc 

v 
mgfC 

~F 

kO 
k.Hz 

v 
v 
k.O 
mV 

v 
\1 

v 
mA 
ms 

•c 

ADXL321 

l OelinE<I il1i th., ,7\.-n~ lrtlft'l ...,.,bi..,Ho-<ma><intun> t(>onpE<atu!eor-ambient-to·m:i.-.imum temp<!fature:. 
• A<1:u.!lli~1-'ltfi<'Y lr:"..pQ~ t'Qr!IHJI!('tl by 1'~~ ·~41f:>lit>d <:><t(.rn;oJ (•)l><.tdl<>! (C., (t), 
>Bandwnlltl ., 1/(l >< n X 3)-kO X Q . for C.. c,.:{).OO} 1-lf, llMldwidth"" 2:000 H;. for C.. c,. .,. 10 !-if, bandwii:llh: 0.5 Hl. MirlimUJolJm;!xilnum valu~ .ill'~ not t~~;~,;,d. 

•· st!lf~<!St ,..,.,c,.w. d;..w'CJ"$ ruhi<:.lllr whh v~ 
'"t<lfgt'f v4!~respf(:,. ( j> i!lq(lil'i(' ll.lrrNlfl lime. llJIT!oQn ~lei~ i!I'Pl'~imlltdy 160 X .(;,; Qr c~- + '! ms; vd>t:rc: '"' Cr ,ill'e in¢'. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

T:tble2. 
Pwameh!r 

Acce!eratton (Any Axis, Unpowered) 
.Acceleration (Any Axi~. Powered) 
y, 

Afl Other Pins 

Output Short-Circ\Jit Duration 
(Any Pin to ( l,lmmon) 

Oper~Ung T (!ITJ,per.,ture R<1nge 
Storage Temperature 

ESDCAUTION 

Rating 

lO,OOOg 
IO,OOOg 
-0.3 V to +i'.OV 
(COM- 0.3 \f) to 
{V:; +0.3 \f) 

lnd¢inlte 

-5S"Cto -t 12s·c 
-65·c to + 1so·c 

Stresses above tl1ose li!ited under AbsOlute Ma.xinmm Ratings 
may cause pernument d;unage tn ihe de\· ice .. This is a. stress 
nting oru)'; li.mditmal ope rill ion of the device at lhtsc o; iiOY 
otlwr ron.;iitiollS al>on: tho>e indicated in the q?CraUonal 
$1tCtion <•f tl1i$ $pc,ifkution h not implkJ. Expc-.ur< 1<.> ~li:$QJ"te 
ma:timum rating conditions for extended periods may aifcd 
d.:\·ic.( .reliability. 

ESO {electrostatic; d ischarge) sensitive devk:e. Electrost4tic: chilrges as high as 4000 V read ily accumulate 
WARNING! QJ o n the human body and test equipmentand can discharge without detection. Although this product features 

proptieta~ty ESD protection clrcuitry, pe.rmanent damage may occur on devices: subjected to high energy 
electrostatic discharges. Therefore, propE<r ESD precautions are recommended to avoid performance 
degr.1dation or loss, of functionality. 
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PIN CONFIGURATION AND FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS 

TablC! 3. Pi11 Function Descriptions 
Pin No. Mnemonic 

1.4, B, 9, 11, 13, 16 NC 
2 ~ 

3. 5to7 COM 
lO Y>JJl 

12 X:.Jt 

14,15 v. 

NC 

COM COM COM 

NC • NO CONECT 
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Dftcription 
Do Not Connect 

Self· Test 
Common 

Y Ch<!on~ O\Jtp1.1t 
XChann~f Output 

2.4Vto6V 

ADXL3211 
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t 

t;:===~~~~=====;~--~--~~ 

Table 4. Rccom mended Soldering Profile 

Av~rage Ramp Rate <Tt to T1•) 

Preh~t 

Minimum Temperature (T ~r>) 

Minimum Temperature (T w..x} 
nme (T·.M~; t:o T,~,}. t ; 

Tsw..~ toT, 

tbimp..:UpR4te 
Time Maintained Above Liquido1.1s (T, ) 
Uquidous Temperature (T d 
nme(t) 
Peak Temperature (1'1•) 

Time Within s~c of Actual Peak Temperature (t.<) 

Ramp-Down Ro;ne 

Time 25"C to f'e.tk Tempera~urt 

S1'16lfPb37 
3.'C!smax 

100'( 
ISO"C 
60s-120s 

'183'C 
60s-150s 
24o"c-+ o~o..:s·c 
10s- 30 s 
6•ctsmax 
6minttlilX 
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3"C/smax 

l50"C 
200"( 

60s- JSOs 

217' ( 
60s-150s 
2oo·c + o"Ct-s•c 
20s-40s 
f{'Cismax 
8minrnax 



ADXL321 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Vs = 3.0 VJ 
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llour•UGOV 

Yolll' .. . !.~lv 

Xour "'1 . .&4V 

Y0..,. .. 1.500V 

ltCMif"1 .• 7V 

YOUl"'UOV 

Xour"1-'0C!V 

V<Wfz1.4CJV 

ll/lll//l//J//II/////l//l/1 
EARTH'S SUI'If',O.CE 

B .. v. Oif*aq.,l0ol1 & 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 
·nu: ADXL321 is a comJ~k>tc ac~:deratkm .m<:a.~-uremcnt sylilcm 
oo a singl~ moMlithk IC. The ADXL32l has a me-asurem~nt 
range: of 11$ g. lt contains a polp>ilicon ~urface-micmmach i ne.i 

s.enwt a.nd $ignal C<:lndilioniug cit-cultry t.o implement an open · 
loor accelentil)n measurement archit.ernare. The (mtrut signals 
are analog, vohages that :m· proportional to a.ccclcration. 1'he 
accderonletc:r measures sl:ah;;: ;Kcele~tion forces. sud1 i!S 
gr.wity; \\'bkh alltl"'' it w be tuoed u a tilt!ien.sor. 

Tilt' sensor is a. pol}'-silium sur:llKC··Jlticromachined structure 
built on top of a silicon wafer. Polysilicon springs suspe.nd the 
structure over lhe Sl.ln'llcc of the wafer and provide a f<:Si~iance 
a&~i:U$t ac;;:ekmti'm ft)ftt:S.Detlcdiml cJfthe> stru.:IU!'t! is 
measured using" differential tapa...;! or that consists of 
indepenJen!. r~.-~cd plate$ apd plates ;Itt ached to the moving 
m'"'"- The t'\:;~~;d pllli.esaR driven by lSO" wt··ofpha~ square 
W\JVC.$. Acceleration Jetled~ the be.\m and unbalan.c.t'$ the 
&iffercntial capacitor. rewlting in an outpu1 S<Juare v.':lve whose 
amp.litu.:ie is rroportional to acc:derntion. f'hast· .. sensitivc 
dcmodulatio.n techniques are !:hen u.~d to .recl.iJ~, the signal and 
determine the direction of the acceleration. 

ADXL321 

Tite ikmodui<Ttor's output is amplifieJ and brought off.chip 
through a 52 kO recSlstor. The (~~er then ~Is the signal 
bandwid~h of I he: devke br adding a capadtor. Thh Hltering 
improv.:s mt-ll$ul'emtnl res.oJul.k•n ·and hdps prevcui aliasing. 

PERFORMANCE 
Rarb.er than using additinna.l temperature compensation 
d .rc.ui!ry, inmwatixe de~isn tcchn.iqt!CS have been ttSed to ensure 
high performa.n« is buill ,in. A:; a resuh, Hx:tt is neither 
qu.anliuti(m error nor mmm(>nOtNlic bclla,,i,~r. ~Utd 
lemperature hysteresis ls wry low (iyp.kally les;; th;~n I() mg 
~wer the # 2o•c t<> i,?OqC temperature ranse) . 

Fi~= 1 () shows tl1e zero g output performance of dgbt parts 
{X .. andY -axis.) <wcr a -.2o•c to +70"C temperature range. 

Figure 13 den1onstrates the t}'pkal sensit.lvity shift over 
1emperature f(lf :.oupply vohi\ges of;;\·~ TI1is is typi.c<tlly ~tter 
thnn. :f:l ;x, ovet th.: ····iO"C to +7G"C temperature r.tnge. 
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APPLICATIONS 
POWER SUPPLY DECOUPUNG 
For mns1 applk:alions..a single 0.1 ~if capacitor, Ct~ ~;. ll.dcquatcly 

dt-couples the acccleromc:ter from noise on the power supply. 
Howe\'l!r, in som.c c<~scs. particularly where noise is pre~nt at 
the- l1P kHz intcnull d'!Ck irequcncy (m: any ham1onk 
thc:reot'), noise on the supply mar <:ause interferc:n'e on the 
APXLS2l output. If additional Jecot:~pling ~ uc:edeJ.. a 100 0 
{or ~milller) l'C5btor or ti~trite bead mll}' he h~seri:ed in the 
supply l.inc. Additionally. a larger bulk hypasHapad:or (1n the 
1 ~tF to 4.7 !If range:) may l)( added in parallel to CK. 

SETTING THE BANDWIDTH USING Cx AND Cv 
1111: ADXL32l has prwl$i<ms lor band ·limiting the: Xo'J'i and 
Y .:..wr pins. Capacitors must be: addtd at tlwS< pins to impkm~nl 
loW,pi!St. tlltering for anlialia:sin~ and noiiit n:Juct:ion. The 
equation for the S dB ban.Jw.iJth is 

or more simply, 

The tolenncc of the internal resist.or (!4n:r) typically \'aries as 
much a.s 't 15% of its nominal value (32 kO), a.nd the handwjdth 
\'aries a"cordlngly. A minimum capacitance of2000 pF for CJ< 
and Cr i) r«:quired ina.U c.a:>es, 

TableS. Filter CllpadtorSdc;di~n, Cxand Gr 

l 4.7 

10 OA7 
50 
100 

200 
500 

SELF-TEST 

O.lO 
0.05 

0.0.27 
O.Ol 

1l1e ST pin contrc.lls the S¢lf·klil katt:~re. When I his pin is ~tlo 
V.;, an de~troS1~1k fDru: is <:Jit:rtcd on the lKtelcroiT.l(:"terbcant. 
The resuJiing movement ofth< beam allows th~ u:ser lo t~:st if 
the accelerometer is functional. The typical d1ang.e in output is 
'HS mg (corre1spo.nding to 18 mV). This pin may be kft npcn· 
cin:uit or connected to rommon (COM} .in normal use. 

The. ST pin should never be exp~ to voltaites grukr than 
v~ ~ O.S V.lfthiscannot be guaranteed due tot he :system 
d~$ign {for in..o;t~m:e. if th~·re are multiple l>l:ll'Plr voltages). d~n 
a L.-,w V r da.mping diode between ST a.nd V t is recomme:nded. 

DESIGN TRAPE~OFFS fORSELECTING FILTER 
CHARACTERISTICS: THE NOISEIBW TRADE-OFF 
The accderometer bandwidi h selected uli.imalel r determines 
the me-.tsurement resolution. (smallest dC'tectable acceleration). 
Filtering can be U.<ied to lower the noise 1loor, which improve. 
lhe resolution of the accelerometer. Resolution is depenJent on 
the <~n:I.IQg filter l'><ln~width al Xo•r. apd YQVl'• 

TI1e output. ofthe ADXL321. has a typical bandwidth of2.5 kH.z. 
·nl( user mmi filter the sittnal at this point to limit aliasing 
errors. The ana!<~gban.;lwiJth must be no more than halfthe 
AID sampling frequency 1o minimize aliasing. The analog 
ban.dwidth may be further decre-ased to ffducc noise an.:l 

imprtwe rcsolutkm. 

'l'ht- ADXLS1l ooise hils tl~ dlara<.ic:ris1k~ofwhib:Gaus£ian 
noi~e. which. contdbutes C<Jually at all frequendes and is 
described in terms of !-lgi'I!Hz (the noise is proportional to th< 
square root <'fthc aacleromdcr's bandwidth}. The user should 
limit bandwidth lo tb .. ~ lowest trequ..~ncr D.ti!edcd b)• the 
application in order to maximitt the rcsolulion and dynamic 
range of the accdemmder. 

With the singk pole, roll .(}fJ c:harmeristk. the lypical noise of 
lhc ADXL32l i~dctctmined by 

At 1.00 Hz ban;;h;,idth the noise w'ill. b< 

Ofte.n.the peak \'alue of lhe noise is desired Peak,to.peak noise 
can only be estimated by statist loll methods. A. Jaaor of 6 i<> 
generalJy w;ed to convert Jm> to pcak·to·peak. Table 6 is useful 
for c::>t im~lins tl1t: probilbiliti~:~ of cxi:~cding various pc:Ak 
vah«.'s, gi\·cn the rms \tall.¢. 

TabJc 6. Estimation of Peak.-to..Pcai:. Noi-.c 
% ofrtm~ That Nois~ &cftds 

f>Hk-to-Pe.k Vlllue Nominal Peak·tc:H>eak Val~.~e 
2 xrms 32 
4x~ 

e>l'< rrns 
Sxrms 

94 

4.6 

0 .. 27 
0.006 



Pcak,to•J>cak Mise values give Uu: best estimate <~h.he 
uncertainty in a »ingle measurement. Table 7 gives the tyrica! 
nols~ outpul of the ADXU21 fur various C:.: a~d Cr val lies, 

Tabk 7 F"dtcr Capacitor Sdt(:tion (Cx, C1•} • . 

Peak~Peok 
Bandwidth Cx.CY RMSNoise Noise &timate 
{Hz) (pF) lmg) (mg) 

lO 0.47 1.3 7.8 
50 0.1 2.9 17.4 
100 0.047 4 24 
soo ().{)1 S.l 54.6 

USE WITH OPERATING VOLTAGES OTHER THAN 3 V 
1m: ADX1.321 is teated an.d llp<'cified at Vc ::• 3 V; however, it 
~ 1.><: powen:d with V sas low as 2.4 V or as hi¢'1 a£ 6 V. Note 
that some pcrlormam:e paramc::tc:n chmge lll> IlK l>"Uf'PlY voltage 
is varicJ. 

The ADXL321 output is r-.Jtiometrk, s.o the s:ensil.ivi!y (or sc.ale 
fuaor} var~ rro.rnrtionaUy to suppl~· voltage. At V s "' 5 V. the 
sensit.ivity L~ typil:ally JOO mV/g. AJVs"' 2A ~the: sc:rts.iti\-'ily is 
1)-piatly 45 m V /g. 

The zero g bi:a.'i output is ~so r-.1tiometrk. so the 1.ero g output i' 
nominaU)• equal to "'h/2 at all suwly \'ollages. 

The oulr\li noise $ noi ra.tiomc:trk bui is a·bS<:>Iute in volts; 
therefore. the noise <knstt}' decr¢a~ ~ tht •urrlr \'Oltage 
incrca;;es. This 16b~au.<>e tht scale fuct(}t tn1V/g) incrtas.t'$ 
while the noise voltage :remainsconstant. AI VP" 5 V. the n.oi!ie 
densil)' is typically 190 f!,€<f,.iHz, while at V ~ = 2.4 V, the noise 
dell.\lty is typkJ.Jir<~OO !JgNHr~ 

SeU-test r~m.$t in g is roughly proportional 10 the square of 
the supply voltage. However, when ratiometrictty of ~~it iviry 
is fuctorc:d in with supply volt.age, the sclf-te~ response in volts 
is roughly proportional to the cube of the suppl·p•oliage. f~r 
(,Xll.mp!e, at v~ "'· s v, the Kif-lest RS}'ODR for 1ht ADXL3.2.1 is 
approximately SO m\\ .<\1 V$.: 2.4 V, the self-test response is 
appronmatdy $ mV. 

The suprly curnmt decrease~; as the supply voltage decreases. 
Typkal current consumption at V~"' 5 Vis 750 !-lA• and typical 
current coru>umption at V $ "" !A 'V is 3 50 11A. 

ADXL321 

USE AS A DOAL~AXIS TllT SENSOR 
An. a<:cclerometer is most sensil.iYe to tilt when. its sen.~itive a.xis 
is perpendicular to the force of gravity {that ~~\'hen it is 
P4rallcl to th¢ c>~Tths lii.!Tfa.:c). At this oricnhuion, its MmSilivity 
w changes jn till is highc:;t. When tlw li'tclc:romcter is <>rj¢ntcd 
on ax.is to gnwity (n(•ar its +I g or -ltJ reading)., the change in 
q"lput ,.,;cckrab<:m p<r degree of tilt is n~g:ligibk When tht' 
acce.Jemmeter is ~rpendicular to gtavity, its Oi.UJ"-' d"inges 
11eatly 17.5 mg per degree of tilt. At 4. 5\ its outpUl chang!$ at. 
only 12.2 mg per degree of lilt , :s.nd resolutio-n declines. 

ConvertlngAcc~~r«tkm to Tilt 
\v1t¢n the accderomcu:r 1$ odeltled ~ b,-,th ill> ,X .. ;a;t,is. :.nd 
Y·a.:tis arc para.lld to the cartlis !>'Uffate. it can be u.<;cd as a 2· 
a,~ till $CllS<lr with both a roll uis and pitch axis. Once the 
output ~ignal from the ac.a:lerometcr has been. convened wan 
acceler.uion that varies between - 1 J?. and i'l g, the output tilt. in 
deg,rees is calculated as 

PITCH "" m;sinc:(A.dl g) 

RO!J...=arcsine(A d l g} 

Be sun: to account for ovem.nges. It is p.,"S~;ible f'1r !he 
accelerometers to mttput a sig.nal. greater than :t .l g due to 
vibration. shock. or other aa:elera.t ions. 
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 

ORDERING GUIDE 

Mod@{ 
ADXL!21JCP ' 
ADXL32l JCP-REEL 
ADXL32lt8 

'ITAC:i'lt!OOUI IMTH GlASS -AI.. 

l'igute 71. lf> ·leod Leod l'tum<~Olip Swl~ f'ad,ageiti!()J!C5f~. lf)J 
4 mm x 4 mm 8rxf}'• Thi.ckQmut 

Meuurtment 
Range 
±1Sg 
±lSg 

tt)> .. f(,,~} 
Dimensmn~ sltm..., in miJfi,.><'fers 

tDmwill!) Nl'll: w SwM 

Spedfitld 
Voltage(V) 

3 

Temperature 
Range 

-20''C to +i'O''C 

-20"( to+ 70'( 

96 

Package Desaiption 
l6-Lead LFCSP_LO 
l<Head LFCSP .. LO 
Evaluation Board 

Padteg~ 

Option 
CP~l5-Sa 

CP·lS.Sa 



ADXL3211 

NOTES 
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NOTES 

www.analog.com 
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Appendix C 

Data sheet for ADXL335 tri-axial accelerometer used on 

thin plate 
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r.ANALOG 
WDEVICES 

FEATURES 
3·uiss.ensing 
Sm~lf. low profile packag• 

4mm x4mm x t .4Smm LFCSP 
Low power: 350 J.lA (typical) 
Sin!Jie.-suppty operation: 1 .e V to 3.6 V 
t 0,000 g shock $Utvival 
Exc4111«nt temperature stability 
iW adjustmentwllh a s.in~ capacitor per axis 
BoHSJW£EE lnd.fmt compliant 

APPLICATIONS 
CostHMitive.low poww, motion- and tilt . .-sensi.ng 

•pplications 
Mobile devices 
Gamlf19 S)'Stems 
Oiik drinprotection 
Image stabilization 
Sport1 and hNtlh dwices 

Small, Low Power, 3-Axis :t3 g 
Accelerometer 

ADXL335I 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The ADXLB5 i.o; a small. thin, low power. complete J .axil; ao::el· 
erometcr with signal ronditioneJ voltage outputs. The prodtKI 
mca.-;ures >tccdcration with a minimum full·),('ak nngc <)f J:3 s.~ 
11 can memo'tltt the st atk aC'cdcrahon of gravity in till· ~>en$1ng 

applkations, as well as dynamK: a.c:.:clemt ion n:swtins from 
motion, sho.;k, or vibration. 

11lt:. u..'i<r llel«ts the b:~ndwid!l' of the acederometer t~Sins the 
CJ:, C'\', and C:: capadtors at tht Xc\n:, Y r-' ~7• and Ze~ pins. 
Band,ddtbs can be selec1eJ lo suit du: applkal:ion, with a 
r.mge of 0.5 Hz to 1600 Hz lor the X and Y axes, an.d a r.mge 
of0.5 Hzto .550 Hz lor the Z ax!~>. 

The ADXl.3351s :wail able in a small. low prolile, 4 mm x 
4 mm x 1.45 mm, 16-!e:ad, plastic lead t1:tme chip scale pack:tge 
(LFCSP _LQ). 

FUNCTIONA.l BLOCK DIAGRAM 

fi.9tlli;>{. 

Rot.v. o 
..........,~bJANiag......_i< ........,. ., ._and ........ J-.;no 
~·........tlwAnlllovO..OO.•""Ib-_,_~ .......... ....... .............. """_._ ... _~~........,,.._-No 
._.lo ....... ..,.~ .. --................................. l)oowiaoo.. 
1~and~....._ ..... P"PPJ'!Y .... ,......._ 

One Tecmology W~ P.O. 8ox. 9106, N«WDDCC; MA 02062·9106. U.S.A. 
T• l: 7*1.329.4700 www.lln.\log~om 
F~ 7al . .U1.l1U e'20CI~Aro.!ogo.v1~•· '"'""" "'shur••.,.,•d. 
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ADXL3351 

SPECIFICATIONS 
T.~. .ox 2S"C, v~ -~·- 3 v. ell ·"' Ct"' Cz ~· 0.1 foil\ ll(:<:den~.tkm '" 0 g, unl~:ss otllC'fWilie mHed. All rolniroum and maximum sr~'(;.ifkat:ions are 
gtsaran.teed. Tn~kal ~dfkations are not guaranteed. 

Tablet. 

SENSOR INPUT 
Measurement Range 
Nonlinearity 
P.a:::kag• Alignm4mt Error 
lnt~r;~xi$ Alignment Error 
(fl)$S·Axis S~msitlvity ' 

SENSITIVITY (RATIOMETRIC)" 

Sensitivity at XoJT, Yo.r., Zour 
Sensitivity Ch4n9• Dv~ to T~l)ttature ' 

ZERO 9 B.IAS LEVEL !RATlOMETRIC) 
0 9 Voltagut X!>',rr, Y tt-l! 
0 g Voltage at Za.Jt 
Og Offset \'S. Temperature 

NOISE PERFORMANCE 

Noise Density Xo"~· Yo,~ 

Noise ~nsity z,~, 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE• 
B;mdwidth XJJ1; Yor.!1~ 

B~ndwiOth Ll<.n} 

Ri t ! Tolerante 
Sensa R@SOnant Frequency 

SELF-TEST" 
Logic Input Low 
Logic Input High 

ST Actuation Current 

Output Cho~nge at Xwo 

Output Change at Y ru' 
Output Cho~nge ~t Zo>.r. 

OUTPUT AMPLifiER 
Output Swing Low 

Output Swing High 

POWER SUPPLY 
OJ>eratilig Voltage Rilnge 
Supply Current 

Tum-On Time1 
TEMPERATURE 

Operating Temperature R<lr19e 

' !Mn"" Mrouplinq betwN:n .ill)' t..m~$. 
' lOI~tVlhiVil)' IS ~'"1i~.ly r.alionttllli<; to V;. 

Condition• 
Each axis 

%of fuU scale 

Each axis 

V; =3V 

v~ =3V 

V~ = 3\1 

V:>•3V 

No external filter 

Noe.x:tem,.lfilte.r 

Min 

:t3 

270 

1.35 
1.2 

Self-Test Oto Self·Test 1 -150 
Self-Test 0 to Self-Test 1 + 150 
5~1f',Tes-t 0 lo Self· Ten 1 + 150 

No load 

Nolo~ 

v . .. ?.v 
No external filter 

1.8 

-40 

Typ 

:tS.6 

::0.3 
:tl 

::0.1 
±1 

300 
::0.01 

1.5 
1.S 
±1 

i 50 
300 

1600 
sso 
~2:1:15% 

5.5 

+0.6 
+2.4 
+60 
-S25 

+325 
+550 

0.1 

2.S 

350 

' t)eillued""' t!moutput th.v'19~· !lorn .tmbienHO<fllao<imum lt:~lll*.ature or ambilllll•lt>'lllinimurn tl!<nPft amr.,. 
' A.<'tiiJ. fr;,que~;q ·~··Mcroll<!<l by US<lf·iUwfkod 0<t'llrnaltlltilf <:Otpo:>CitotiiC:r,. c ,_ <:;:~ 

Max Unit 

9 
% 
Deg~ 

Degrw:r. 
% 

3.30 mV/g 

~·c 

1.65 v 
1.8 v 

mgrc 

JJg/VHtrms 
j;igNHzrms 

Hz 

l'!z 
~en 

kHz 

v 
v 
t,~A 

-600 mV 

+600 mV 
+1000 mV 

v 
v 

3.6 v 
IJA 

ms 

+85 ~c 

' B.:lnclwidth with e>aem .. ~tQ'S: 1!\l xn x.32 kO x C). For C.. Cr: 0.003 j.f, bam!wi<lth = 1.0 kHz. For<. =·0.011Jf, Wlldwidth = SOO Hr. for<.:.. ( 1; <. = l ilflf, 
biinriwidth , o,; Hl. 

• ~f.tert •"'Pot>Se <hanges<ubk311twilh V:;. 
' lum·Oflti!Jie,isdcvendtmonC<> c, C:ilfld k~pprcotim.m:ly 160:o; C.:Of C~orC< ... 1 ms;.wh<.'fe C., c,, (..:;..: <~reinmiacil;wilds: (pf). 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Table2. 
Parameter 

Acceleration (Any Axis, UnpOW!!red) 

Acce~ration {Any Axii, Powered) 

"' All Other Pins 
Output Short•Circui!; Duration 

(Any Pin to Common) 

T!i!mperature Range (Powered) 

T~mperatur~ Rang~ (Storage) 

Ra.tinq 
lO..OODg 
10;000g 
-03Vto+l.6V 
r;:oM -<13 V) to (V; + 0.3 VJ 
Indefinite 

-ss•c to+ 125"C 
-65~c tc + 1 so·c 

Strtssc~ above l.hose li~led un.:kr Aln;olllte Maximum Ratings 
may cause permanent damage to the de\·ice. l11is is a s-tress 
rating only; functional ope rat ion of! be devkeat these or any 
(Jther c{mdhions ;~.bovt thc,sc indioted in the operalional 
section oithis specifkation is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maXimum rating conditions tor e:x1ended periods may allect 
dt'Yi.cc rdiahility. 

ESDCAUTION 
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PIN CONFIGURATION AND FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS 

Pin No. Mnemonic 

l NC 
2 ST 
;!. COM 
4 NC 
5 COM 
6 COM 
7 COM 
a Z;xq 

·~ NC 
10 YO'.~ 
tl NC 
12 XM 
13 NC 
14 v$ 
15 V1 
16 NC 
EP Exp~df'ad 

8 3 § J 
NC " NO CONIIEC'f 

~lOS 1. ~~,~~~~=~~%l';,ERED f 
POA:~e-e-.~ INll:GRI'N', ~ 

Figutt .7. Pin (/mfigurtdron 

No Connect\ 
~lf~Test. 

Common. 
No Connett '· 
Corrtmon. 
Common. 

Common. 
Z Channel Outpm. 
No Con~'. 

Y Channel Output 
No Connect1• 

· X Channel Ou~pt.lt. 
NoConN!Ct'.. 

Supply Voltag~ 0.8 V to 3.6 V). 

Supply Voltag~ { Ul V to 3.6V). 
No Conn«t '. 
Net intern.!llty connected. Seider for mechanical integrity. 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
N :> l 000 for all typical :rerform~n<:c plots, unleS! otherwise noted. 

z 
0 
j;; 

~ 
~ 
~ 
ii. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

O'--i~--L..l.-...1-..&:;;ii; 

~ 

3C 

31 

10 

t.ol2 t .411 U6 u• U C U2 t.~ u• Ul 
Ot.m'I.ITM 

figurel.X-h:is]£1'0QBi<~snt 2St;, V~=3 V 

11 '--1'--1..-I.....;L.....a:;;;;; 
1 .. 42 1.411 Hi u• UO U2 1!-4 1.5f US 

Ol.mVTIV) 

figutC'I. Y-Axi.JlcrogBias o:1S"C. \loo:J ~r 

1.411 Uli 1,41 UO U2 1;W U6 Ue 
OLIT!'Vf CVl 

figuTt;5, l-A~t.isZer<>g8i<IHit25"(. V,m J V 
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~-CI - ~.3$ - ~J2 -CI.3D ~-28 ~.26 
\ltll.'t$1Vi 

f'igur;-6, X -Axis Sit/Him Re!p00$f! af :ZS"C Vr,"' 3 V 

0 ..._,__,__,__.._._~ 

0-l!ll 0:211 11.30 lt32 U4 0.31 0.38 DAO 

VQI.:fltVl 

figure l, Y-f..xisSdf-Tc!CRe}f>Qtllf!af ZY"C ~i "' 3 V 

oL--.1--.1-.......,~ 
o.. 0 .. 60 0.52 0!-4 0:.56 0>$1 Ci-60 0,&2 

VOLTS f\IJ 

F;gur(!8, bllxisSelf~Test fleJp<;>nJe<'!t25"C V~ m J V 
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s&..amvrtY f\1111) 

Figurt' fS. X-Axis 5ensitivity at 1~"\::. \-$;: J V 
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I ADXL335 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
The ADXL335 is a con1plete 3-ax:is :Kcele.ration measurement 
system. The ADXL33S has a measurement range of ±3 g mini· 
mum. It ((mtainli a polyl>ibton :>uriace· micwmadtined sensor 
and :;ignal..:onJili<ming circuitry to implemcnl an open-loop 
~u:dernlion measurem.t'lll ard:);jk<ture. The output l>ig.nal$ arc 
anak~ \•oltagc.$ that a.rc proportiorotl toat:{'.dcration. The 
iicccleromder can meas•u:~ the static ncceleraticn of gnwity 
in. till-sensing applic.tiions as well a'( dynamic acceleril.tion 
resuhing trom motion, sb.od, or Yibr:ltion. 

·nu: se.nwr il; 11 polysilicon surface··mk:romachintd stnu;ture. 
bt.Lilt on top of a silicon wafer. Po1ysilkon spring~ suspend the 
structure over the surba ofthe water an.d pro\•ide a resistan~ 
a!l.ainst acc~ler.ltion f(m.:es. Defle~o"ticm nf 1hc stn.tdure ism~
u~-ed usins a differential capa<.<:itor ihai. consists ofindtpcndcn1 
th:ed plates and plates altacbcd. to the m.oving mass. The ftxed 
plates are driven b}' 1 SO• OUI "(1f.phasc square W"J.VCS. Accd<>ration 
de flea-s the moving ma~and unbalaoc<10 the Jifferenlial c.tpat:itot 
resulting in a :sensor output whose amplitude is proport.ionalto 
accdcr.ttion. Plmse·scnsith'c demodulation tcchniq~ an: thq) 
used Ia determine the magniludc and dire,tion of the 
ac.;elerali<>n. 

The demodalator output is a.mrlified and brough1 off.dJit~ 

through a 3Z kO resistor. The use.r then sets the signal 
bandwidth of the d£:\'Ke by adding a capa.;_itor. 'l11b filtt-ring 
impn11'CS mt'ii$uremeni rewlulion and helps prcveni aliasing. 

MECHANICAL SENSOR 
Tite ADXL33S usc~ a single struaw-e for sensing ihe X, Y, and 
Z ~e~. As a re..ult, the three axes' .;en~ direction$ are highly 
orthogon.al and h.~~~~.· l.h:dc <ros:;;;..;.u:h sen~tivlty~ Medmnkal 
misalisn.mcnt <>fthe 5<'nsur die to the pa,.;kagc is the ~hicf 
sour,.;c of cross-axis scnsith'ity. Mechanical misaligrum:Ill 
can, of row:;e. be calibrated out al the srsten\ lcvcl. 

PERFORMANCE 
Rather t:ha.n usins addifi(>.naltenipctatt.Lrt c.mnpcns~ti<'n cin:ui 
lry, in,novati\'e design tedtniques e11sure that high performance 
is buill in.lo the ADXt;ns. As a result:, tltere is tw quantll.ll!ion 
enor 'll' nonnwnotcmk behavjol; and temperature hyS!erc.!>ls 
is very low lt}1'kally les!\ than 3 mg over the -25"C to + 1o•c 
temperature range). 
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APPliCATIONS INFORMATION 
POWER SUPPLY OECOUPUNG 
R'lr most applk"J.!ions. a single 0.1 1tF "'ap3citor. C()c. placed 
dose to the ADXt335 supply pins adequate!)• derouples the. 
a'cdcromctcr trom noise on the power supply. Ho\~~r. in 
itpplicatkms when Mise is present at the 50 kHz intfrnal drlck: 
frequency lor any harmonic then:cf), aJditkmal care in PQWcr 
~urr!r bypa55ing is required becaw;e thu no~e can '"use errono 
in accdc:r~lion me35U:~Jn(nt. 

!f additional dewupling is needed, a l 00 fl {or suiaiJtr) n:sis.tor 
or ferrite bead an be inserted in the supply line. AJditionaJly, a 
la.rger bulk bypass caradtor {I f.lf or greater} can be added in 
parnllello CLx;. Ensure that th.: ronn'-'«lion from the ADXL33S 
~ro\Uld to tlu: po"';cr S1.~pply grcund is lQw impcdam:< bct"ausc 
noise transmitted through ground has a. similar efi~-ct to noise 
transmilkdthrough V~. 

SETTING THE BANDWIDTH USJNG Cb C.,, AND Cz 
TI1< ADXLt~S hus provision~ for band limitlns the Mtrh Y~·o,-:. 
and Z:.lr; pins. Capacitors must be adJcd at these pins 1o implc · 
ment low-pas$ filtering for antiali:l~iog and nois~ reduction.·~ 
«Juat:ion for th( 3 dB bandwidth ·i$ 

f~J@"' 11(2;·r(32 k(1) >: C<1. td 

or mere simply 

F.:s.<t"' 5 pFIC:J:, t:"! 

Tiu: tolcn~nce ofthc internal resistor {Rnn) typically varies as 
much as ± 15% of.its nominal value (.32 kO). a.nd the band~'idth 
varies accordingly. A minimum capacftancc of(J.0047 pP f~lr c~. 

C>:. and C:ds recommended in all cases. 

Table 4. FJhe.r Capacitor Selection, C1:;. Cr, and C:r: 
Bandwidth (Hz) Capadtor(pf} 

1 47 
10 0,47 
so 0.10 

100 0-05 
200 0.027 
500 0.01 

SElF-TEST 
Titt $T pin C(lrttrol~ the ilclf.·itst featutC'. \·\>1ictJ !h~ pin is ~t to 
Vt, an electrostal.ic iorc.e is exerted on the. accelerom~terbeam. 
The rtsUlting movement oft he: beam allows the USC'f to test if 
the iKcckromcter is functional. The typical changt. in output 
is - 1.08 g {corresponding to - 325 m V} in the X-a:ris. t 1 .08 g 
(or +325 mV) on the ''{.axjs, a.nd +1.83 g(or +550 mVJ on tlw 

~. TI1is ST pin <:an~ J~it 4>ptn·(:.ir.::uit or CQnuc<:!ed t~) 
<--<>mmon (COM) in rtonnal use. 

ADXL3351 

Never e.xpc~ the ST pin to voltJtg~5 greater than V ,. t 0.3 v; 
Jf this cannot be guaranteed due to th.e system design (for 
in:>tatl((!, if thert a.rc: multipk s~~rlr voltages). thtn a low 
V t clamping diode bctwecrt ST a.nd V:~ i:> tc<:t~mmrndc:d. 

DESIGN TRAOE~FFS FOR SELECTING Fl. TER 
CHARACTERISTICS: THE NOISEIBW TRADE~FF 
Tite selected accelerometer band.width ttltbnatcly determines 
the measur~ment rewlu1ion <smallest detectabl.c a~er.ation). 

Filtering: c.-an be used to lower the ooise iloo:r to impro\'~ the 
n:solulion of the acc:clerometcr. Resduiion ll; dependent on 
the analog filter baudwidth ai X-vvr. y ,_,,;r, otnd Zov-:. 

The output of the ADXLl35 has a typia! ban.iwidib of greater 
than 500 Hz. Tilt user must filtetthc S(io'\md 111 this point lo 
limit aliasing errors. TIIC analog bandwidth must be no mnre 
than l1ali dw -'Mll)g· t<:HJigil;~ sampling frc:quen()' to minimi.u 
ru~ing. The: an11log bandwidl.h ~n he i\uihtr d«rt~ to 
reduce noise and irn~'>r<:l\le rtsaluti.on. 

The ADXI .. 335 noi.<oc has the dtuaclcristioi of white: G3U$jj}an 
lWisc:, ~tlich contributei> e,tUilllr ;~t ~~ f~qucuciesllnd ill 
described in t.ernlii ofpg/VHz(the naise is proportional to the 
square root of the accelerometer bandw.idth). The user should 
limit bandwidth to the l<>we~t Jrl:qucrn:y needed b}• the: applka 
ticn l:o maxirni:l!e the resolut:l.on a.nd dynamk ra.ni{i.' of the 
au:elerom.eter. 

With the single-pole. roU -offcluracteristic,ttx:' t}'pkal noise of 
tltc ADXL335 i& d.et~rmined by 

mr~ N''~" . ., N<>b;(: l)t,!•sity x{..{Bw " l ,6 ~ 

his 'lfh:n ~ful to know lhe peak ''oUUC ofthe noise. Peak-to· 
p<ak noise ctm only he e.st.imateJ by s.tatiit.iclll mctho.k T.ahle S 
is use nil for estimating the probabilities of c:xcccdins various 
peak "-a.lues. given the rms value. 

Table 5. f.stimatiQII ofPca.k-lo-Pea.k No~e 

Peak-to-Peak Value 
2.xnns 
4xrn~ 

6 :xrms 
8xrms 

lib of Tim• Th•Uioise bc..d.s 
Nomin.r Peak-to-Pe-D Value 
32 
4.6 
0,27 

0.006 

USE WITH OPERATING VOLTAGES OTHER THAN 3 V 
The ADXL335 is tested. and ~>pedficd at Vs = 5 V; however, it 
can be powered "-itb V ~ a$ low as 1.8 V <.>r as high as 3.6 V. Note 
that some p~rformaoct [Y.tra:ntel£n> change as the supply voltJge 
is \'aried 
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I ADXL335 

"Il1c ADXL335 outpUl israti{)mctric, lherdore. the mll:put 
sensitivity !or sc.il.e factor) varies proportionalJy to the. 
supply voltage. At V_;" 3.6 V, the Oulf"..!l sensitivity h typi· 
tally 360 mV/g. At Vs ·"' 2 V, the output sensitivb)• is typicaUy 
1.95m\'lf.. 

11ae. zero g bias output is also ratiomctric, thus the :z.cro g 
output is nominally eqltal to Vrl?. w: all supJ~ly \'oitages. 

Tiae ml1pu1 noise is not ro~tir,metrk but i~ ahs,!lllfe in voltii; 
therefore. the noise &nsity decreases as the supply \'vltage 
in.creases. This is because the 5C411e !il.ctor (m Vfg) increases 
whlle the noi!>f voltage remains wnst.ant. At V c . .,. 3.6 V, 
the X ·uis and Y·a.Y.is noi'IC dens!ly is lypkally 120 ~glv'l:Iz. 
whcrca;s at v ,"' 2 V. the X ·axi.<> and Y·axis noise density is 
r)v.icaUr Z70 ~~~Jnz. 

Sdf. test response in g il> roughly ptOf•Ortional: ttl the ;;quare of 
the supply voltage. However. whe.n ratiometridty of sensith·ity 
is fuciored in with ~-upply mlt11ge, th~ Sf!lJ-test r~ome in volts 
is mughly pwp<Jrtk:fn:d to the cuh~ ofthe;mpplyvohage. K)r 
example. at V: "' 3.{; V, the sc!J~te!>1 rcsp<1nsc for the ADXL335 
is apprtn;ima!cly -5t)() mV forth~ X~is. +560 m V tor lhe 
Y.·axis,:and -t95Q mVibr l:hcZ·axit.. 

~(M- >'-!J 

'i'O<if" llf 
t our «O. 

At V\"" 2 V, the !ielf-tcst n:~p¢1J!Se is arr.roximatdy -9<> mV for 
tl1e X-a..xis, +96 mV forthe Y-axis, and ,. 163 mV fortbe Z-a:tis. 

·nl.-, SI\">Plr current decrea~s $ the t\~J:l!Y v<:>ltagc Jccrea~s. 
Typitnl l'lttKnt etJn~-umption >~IV 1"' 3.6 V is 375 ~tA, anJ typi ·· 
cal Cl.lfrcnt c:onsumplioo at V ;- = 2 V is 200 ~A. 

AXES OF ACCELERA liON SENSITIVITY 

:; 
._------------------------~ A~ t 

fi!}Uu! 2). Al<t!Jof Aad.Y<Ili<>ff 5<'fUitil!r(y;COrJi!Jt>oiidiflg Outp;.n Vvlrdgt' 
II'!Ct¢asCJ WhenAn:f/ewtedA!<>flg th¢5-eluitive Axis. 

l'OUT" IIil 
Your•~11 
l<Kif"'OI · 

Kour .. C!Il 
"''""·"C!Il 
.la.rr'"l(l 

1/{Fitt-:M. (~lfi;# Jf•.>~fll>~!H! ~ Ori••t~rarimt M (Ji<!Vity 

Ill 
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LAYOUT ANO DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 
The rec:ommended soldering profile .is shown in Fif!,Ufe Z$ followed by a descrif'tion ci the profile featmes in Table 6. The recommended 
!)CB layout or solder land. drawing is shown i.n Figure 26. 

Average Ramp Rate (Tl t~ Tf) 
Preheat 

Minimum Temperiture !T?.~<"Nl 
MaJC;Imum Tt!!Tl~rat·ur~ (T sw.x) 

Time (T~, to Tw.w;)(t:,) 

T' W<): tOTt 
Ramp-Up Rate 

Tlrr'le M.llnt.\inw Above Liquid<XJs {TJ 
Liquidous Temperature (TJ 
TiiTlQ !t.) 

Peak Temperature (T~1 

Time Within s•c of Actual Peak TemperatiJn! (t>) 

Ramp·Down Rate 
Time 2S"C to PHk Temper;aun 

TIJIE 

Fi!)lifr. J.S, ROC<Jrnm</ndi~<HtJ/dt'tinll Ptofik 

Sn63'/Pb37 
3•ctsecmax 

lOO'C 
tSO'C 
60 ~cto 120sec 

3"Cisecmax 

1as•c 
60 Sli!C: to 150 sec 
240"C + O' Ci-S"C 
10wcto30sec 
6' 05ecmax 
6 minutes maK 

Dt.IENSION!i SHO-IIIIIIIU.IMrm;RS 

flgutt' 26. 1/~tmll!d Jt:fi l.Q)I<)tlt 
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Pb..free 
3•CJsecmax 

tso·c 
~OO"C 

60secto 180 ~ 

3•CJsec. max 

211·c 
60 sec. to 1 SO RK 

260"C + o·u-s-c 
20 R<:· to 40 sec 
6"C/sec max 
a mlnutes max 
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 

ORDERING GUIDE 

O.tl~ 
ese 

Plll1 
INOC4TOfl 

FOR P.ROPERCONNE;CllOIII OF 
1'l'E El(l>OS£l) P.All. 'Rt!FEIIt TO 
"!'HE rotH CONFIGURATION IIHO 
FU!'CllON DESC::RIP'l'ION$ 
SECttOI'IOf 1HI5 o-.tA sH:ET. 

rlfJtl!f l,1. 16-/.t;'Ud Lt'!tll.f rranli!Cflrp Sa11<- Pa~f}f l1R:S.f'_IJ)J 
4 mtn ~ 4 m•n Bndy. lAS nvn Tt.kHJtr.ad 

K'P·I6·1'1) 
Difll<'tlfiom $/!..wm in ml!/imc'ft"'J' 

Measurement Ranve Spedfied VoltaSJ* Temperatwe Range PackaSJ* Description 
ADXL3358CPZ ' 
-~X!.53SBCPZ-RL.' 

ADXL335BCPZ-RL7' 
EVAL-ADXL335Z' 

±3g 
:;3g 
:t3g 

3V 
3V 
av 

- 40"Cto +ss·c 
-40'Cto +85·-c 
-40"Cto<t85"C 
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l&tead LFCSP _lQ 
16-L~d LF<SP _LQ 
16-~elld I.FCSP:...LQ 
Ev<tluation Soud 

Package Option 
Cf'·l&-14 
CP-1&14 
CP~16-14 
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NOTES 
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NOTES 

nvi-..l tnodo1IIMu ...... ~ ,., thoir ••port..,. .---. · w w w . 1 n 1 1 a g . c a m _,_ AMMI· O.riof•.• IM. All righU -""""' T........... ll ANALOG· I 
001-l~) DEVICES l..------------...1 
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AppendixD 

Tensile test results and technical data for Silicone 70 cord stock 

The density of the material was determined by using two samples of different cut lengths and 

weighed on an electronic balance with least count of 1 micro gram obtaining three readings each. 

Average density was found to be 1590.5 Kg/m3
• 

Similarly, a tensile test was carried out on a United Testing Systems machine of 50 kN capacity. 

Extensiometer was set to 2 inch in length and attached to the silicon rubber chord stock of 8 

inch-long specimen and clamped in the jaws while the specimen was subjected to axial load. 

Application of load was continued till the specimen failed while the extensiometer was removed 

at 20% strain and the data was plotted to construct the stress-strain curve. Numerically a linear 

regression was carried on the data and a best fit curve plotted as shown in below Figure D-1. 

Young' s modulus of elasticity was determined to be 1006.6 PSi- 6.94 MPa 
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Figure D-1 Experimental values of modulus of elasticity for silicon rubber-70 durormeter 
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ASTM 
DESIGNATION 

937 

C12 

F19 

E01fl 

E036 

Global Rubber Products Ltd. 
7415 IIWI£Jl.&'¥£JIU£ ~ SCliUIIOtlOliGH, OIITW.O MlB .:!I4 C&lf.Ul,l 

IEL: (416) ltl-Int fAX: (416) ltJ..IlU EIWI.: inU@J!loblrulibu.cn~ 
C&ll&Dil.WlD£ J._JCII.IJS.ll68 

TECHNICAL REPORT 

S70 - 7'0 DUROMETER SIUCONE COMPOUND 

ASTM 02000 M5GE706 A 19 837 A 14 E016 E03!5 C12 F19 

ORIGiNAL PROPERTIES 
Hardness. Shere A Points 
Tensile S'lrengih. psi {rnpa) 
Ultimate Elongation, iJa 

HEAT AGING RESISTANCE {ASTII 05731, 
10 I-RS-. • 225 c f437 Fl 
Han:bess Change. Shan! A Points 
Tensile Sitength Change, % 
Uffimate. Elongation Change. ~ 

COMPRESSION SET RESISTANCE (ASTM 0395), 
22 I-RS. g 175 C (347 F) Me1hod B Plied 
% d Original Oeilectian 

OZONE RESISTANCE (ASTM 01171), 
12 Fe.. g 38C (100 .. 4 F) Me1hod A. 
100 mPa OZONE .Presste 

Zero Bongafion 

LOW TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE 
Briftleness (ASTM 02137} Method A 
3 minutes (t-55 C (-67 F) 

FLUID RESISTAN:E (ASTM 0471). 
10 fRS_ g 150 C 1302 F) 
ASTMIF'IOIL 
Hardness Change. Shere A Points 
Tensile Strength Change, % 
Uttimate BcqJStion Change,. % 
Volume Change. % 

FLUID RESISTANCE (ASTM 0471), 
10 fRS. e 1so c (302 F) 
"IRM 903 Oil* 
Han:bess Change. Shan! A Points 
V:ol.ume Cl'laoge. % 

ASTM 02000 
SPEC!ACATJON 

70+~5 

870 (6) 
150 

+tO 
-25 
-30 

-Oto-1'5 
-20 
-20 

0 to +tO 

-30 
+60 

K IRM Q03 003 Oil is the ASlM appr.ao.ed. repiacemert tJr ASTM # 3 oil 

S70TYP1CAL 
PROP BUIES 

71 
Q2Q (6.41) 

1>66 

+3.0 
+0.3 
-22.3 

22.8 

Passed 

Passed 

~.0 

+7.6 
-3.6 
+4.4 

-28.0 
+31.5 

lngn!dients are on the FDA apprtM!d list and meets 0200DM!SAE .!200M 5GE 706 A 1Q 937 C12 E016 
E036 F19G11 
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AppendixE 

Calibration process and charts for the bi- and tri-axial accelerometers 

E.l Calibration of bi-axial accelerometer for cylinder 

A Dytran Instruments Inc. make calibrator (model 5350) was used to calibrate accelerometers at 

constant frequency, i.e., 1OOHz for various amplitudes. The calibration setup contained a fixed 

frequency shaker unit (model5350), a data acquisition system comprising a laptop (Oscilloscope 

software loaded) along USB Oscilloscope - Handyscope HS4 with 4 channels, sampling 

195.3125 kHz at 16 bit resolution (from TiePie engineering, Netherlands), a 4.5 V DC battery 

pack with four port terminal strip and two Coaxial cables with BNC connectors on one end and 

the other end open. 

Each accelerometer was mounted on the shaker head using bees wax while ensuring the axis 

coincident to shaker axis being calibrated. This was achieved by aligning the sides of square face 

of the accelerometer parallel I perpendicular to shaker base manually within ±1.0° accuracy. The 

positive and negative wires connected to that of battery pack with the help of terminal strip. 

Similarly the XOUT and YOUT from the accelerometer are connected to channel I and channel 

2 of the oscilloscope through terminal strip and coaxial cables as shown in Figure E.l-1 and 

Figure E.l-2. With the oscilloscope connected to laptop through USB cable, the shaker was 

excited at various acceleration levels starting from 0.1g (PK) to 3.0g (PK). A total of 16 sets of 

readings were taken for each axis and the data processed for determining the sensitivity of 

accelerometer. The Figure E.l-3 and Figure E.1-4 show the linear response of accelerometer for 

various 'g' levels. 
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Figure E.l-1 Calibration setup for bi-axial accelerometer for cantilever cylinder in one axis 

Figure E.l-2 Calibration setup for bi-axial accelerometer for cantilever cylinder in second axis 
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Figure E.l-3 Calibration of accelerometer- axis 1 
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IJ•"'""l (_g) 

Figure E.l-4 Calibration of accelerometer - axis 2 
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E.2 Calibration of tri-axial accelerometer for thin plate 

The calibration setup was similar to what was carried out above. The accelerometer was mounted 

on the shaker head using bees wax while ensuring the X-axis coincident to shaker axis. This was 

achieved by placing the board flat on the shaker base. The positive and negative wires connected 

to that of battery pack with the help of terminal strip. Similarly, the XOUT from the 

accelerometer are connected to channel 2 of the oscilloscope through terminal strip and coaxial 

cables as shown in Figure E.2-l and Figure E.2-2. 

Figure E.2-l Calibration setup for tri-axial accelerometers for cantilever plate 
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Figur E.2-2 Close-up view of calibration of tri-axial accelerometer for cantilever plate in one axis 

With the oscilloscope connected to laptop through USB cable the shaker was excited at various 

acceleration levels starting from 0.1g (PK) to 2.8g (PK). A total of 19 sets of readings were taken 

and the data processed for determining the sensitivity of accelerometer in only X axis. The 

procedure was repeated for two accelerometers. Figure E.2-3 and Figure E.2-4 show the linear 

response of accelerometer for various 'g' levels. 
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Accelerometer 1- X axis calibration 

i i~ ~ . . . ; . . . . ; . . : . . : . . : . . l 
0o~•~~-----o~.5----------~1-----------1~.5----------~2-----------2_~5----------J3 

Glevel (g) 

0.24 .----------.----------.,...-----------,-------------,------------.-----------, 

0.22 
> 
~ 0.2 
> 

0.18 

. . . 
mean= 0.218 V/g 

0· 16o'-----------O....L..5-----------L-----------1~.5----------~2-----------2~.5------------'3 

Glevel (g) 

f:t : : : : l 
~ 8.L12-----0~. 1-4-----0~. 1-6--~=0~.1-8-----0~.2----~0.~22------0.L24-----0~.~~----0~.~------0~.J----~0.~ 

Sensitivity in V/g 

Figure £.2-3 Calibration of tri-axial accelerometer _1 

Accelerometer 2- X axis calibration 

i ~~ ~ . . . ; . . . . ; . . : . . : . . : . . l 
0o~•--~-----o~.5~---------1~--------~1.5~--------~2----------~2.5----------~3 

Glevel (g) 

0.24 

> 0.22 

~ 0.2 

> 0.18 

0.16 

. . 
mean= 0.211 V/g 

o~---------0~.5~--------~----------~1.5~--------~2----------~2.~5 ________ --JJ 

Glevel (g) 

f:t : : : : l 
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Figure £.2-4 Calibration of tri-axial accelerometer_ 2 
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